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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

Finance, Commercial Revenue and 
Contracts Policy & Accountability 

Committee
Agenda
2 July 2019

Item Pages

1.  MINUTES 5 - 17
To approve as an accurate record, and the Chairman to sign the 
minutes of the meetings held on 12 February and 27 March 2019.

2.  APPOINTMENT OF CO-OPTED MEMBERS 
The Committee is asked to agree the re-appointment of the following 
coopted members for 2019/20:

 Tony Boys
 Erik Hohenstein
 Chris Littmoden
 Judith Worthy

3.  APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
4.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

If a Councillor has a disclosable pecuniary interest in a particular item, 
whether or not it is entered in the Authority’s register of interests, or any 
other significant interest which they consider should be declared in the 
public interest, they should declare the existence and, unless it is a 
sensitive interest as defined in the Member Code of Conduct, the nature 
of the interest at the commencement of the consideration of that item or 
as soon as it becomes apparent.

At meetings where members of the public are allowed to be in 
attendance and speak, any Councillor with a disclosable pecuniary 
interest or other significant interest may also make representations, give 
evidence or answer questions about the matter.  The Councillor must 
then withdraw immediately from the meeting before the matter is 
discussed and any vote taken. 

Where Members of the public are not allowed to be in attendance and 
speak, then the Councillor with a disclosable pecuniary interest should 
withdraw from the meeting whilst the matter is under consideration. 
Councillors who have declared other significant interests should also 
withdraw from the meeting if they consider their continued participation 
in the matter would not be reasonable in the circumstances and may 
give rise to a perception of a conflict of interest. 

Councillors are not obliged to withdraw from the meeting where a 
dispensation to that effect has been obtained from the Audit, Pensions 



and Standards Committee.  
5.  2018/19 RESERVES OUTTURN REPORT 18 - 22

Council reserves are an important element of good financial 
management. They exist to enable investment in priorities and service 
transformation or to respond to unexpected events or emerging needs.  
The Committee is asked to note the 2018/19 outturn reserves position. 

6.  SECTION 106 AGREEMENTS - UPDATE REPORT 23 - 41
This report summarises the role of Section 106 (s.106) agreements, the 
use of s.106 funds and how decisions are made regarding expenditure 
of s.106 funds.  It also provides an overview of s.106 receipts and the 
current position regarding s106 balances and current and future 
expenditure by category. It reports on the notable s106 agreements that 
have been signed this year and provides an overview of the community 
benefits that have been achieved from s106 funding.

7.  WEST KINGS STREET RENEWAL UPDATE 42 - 53
This report provides an update on the overall progress of the 
programme. 

8.  BUILDING HOMES AND COMMUNITIES STRATEGY 54 - 89
The report seeks agreement in principle to a self-funding programme of 
investment in homes and community assets which aims to:

 Build new, genuinely affordable housing which will help maintain 
the borough’s vibrant social mix;

 Supports the Council’s Business Plan priority of ‘Building Shared 
Prosperity’;

 Renew key community assets, including schools and leisure 
centres; and 

 Generates income to reinvest in frontline services

This report has an appendix which contains information exempt within 
the meaning of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act1972 and is 
not for publication. The appendix has therefore been circulated to 
Members only.

Any discussions on the contents of an exempt appendix will 
require the Committee to pass the proposed resolution identified at 
the end of the agenda to exclude members of the public and the 
press from the proceedings for that discussion.

9.  TECH-TONIC PROGRAMME DELIVERY UPDATE - DESKTOP 
STRATEGY & SOLUTION 

90 - 102

The Desktop strategy programme, known as Tech-tonic, will modernise 
the Hammersmith & Fulham (H&F) mobile and desktop technologies, as 
well as updating the associated backend infrastructure.  This will enable 
mobile working from any location to support the Council’s vision of 
delivering services at the point when they are needed and to help 
optimise the efficiency and flexibility of our services.  Members are 
asked to review progress and provide feedback.

This report has an appendix which contains information exempt within 
the meaning of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act1972 and is 



not for publication.  The appendix has therefore been circulated to 
Members only.

Any discussions on the contents of an exempt appendix will 
require the Committee to pass the proposed resolution identified at 
the end of the agenda to exclude members of the public and the 
press from the proceedings for that discussion.

10.  COMMITTEE WORK PROGRAMME 103
The Committee is requested to consider the items within the Work 
Programme attached as Appendix A to this report and suggest any 
amendments or additional topics to be included in the future.

11.  DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS 
The following dates have been approved for the new municipal 
year:-

 Wednesday 18 September 2019
 Wednesday 20 November 2019
 Wednesday 29 January 2020 
 Wednesday 1 April 2020



_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

. London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

Finance, Commercial 
Revenue and Contracts 
Policy & Accountability 

Committee
Minutes

Tuesday 12 February 2019

PRESENT

Committee members: Councillors PJ Murphy (Chair), Patricia Quigley, 
Guy Vincent and Donald Johnson

Co-opted members: Erik Hohenstein, Chris Littmoden, Judith Worthy 

Other Councillors: Councillor Stephen Cowan, Leader of the Council, Councillor 
Max Schmid, Cabinet Member for Finance and Commercial Services, Councillor 
Andrew Jones, Cabinet Member for the Economy and the Arts 

Officers: Kim Smith (Chief Executive), Hitesh Jolapara (Strategic Director - Finance 
and Governance), Emily Hill (Assistant Director, Corporate Finance), David Burns 
(Assistant Director, Growth), Steve Miley (Director of Children’s Services)  Rhian 
Davies (Assistant Director, Legal and Democratic Services), Nicki Burgess 
(Business Engagement Manager), Jamie Mullins (Head of Revenues), Jenny Dixon 
(Taxation Manager), Leslie Bell (Practice Manager), Mary Lamont (Head of HR), 
Firas Al-Sheikh (Head of Housing Investment and Strategy), Andy Starkey (Inner 
Circle), Kayode Adewumi (Head of Governance & Scrutiny)

24. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 30 January 2019 were approved and 
signed by the Chair.

25. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Apologies for absence were submitted by Tony Boys and Councillor Fiona 
Smith.

26. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest made.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

27. WEST KING STREET RENEWAL PROGRAMME 

David Burns, Assistant Director, Growth, gave a detailed background to the 
approved scheme. The Committee welcomed the report and asked some 
questions.

Chris Littmoden asked why was the scheme not fully devoted to providing 
affordable housing considering the pressures on the temporary 
accommodation budget rather than provide a mixed use of housing, 
commercial offices and cinema space.   David noted that the scheme was 
designed in line with the Local Plan which requires the replacement of the 
cinema, provision of some office space, commercial units, and mixed 
residential homes.  The space occupied by the cinema in the basement 
cannot be used for housing.  Judith Worthy was of the view that the increased 
commercial units would compete with existing businesses.  Officers noted 
that the development would encourage more people to come further down 
King street thereby increasing support for local businesses.

The Leader noted that the residents were outraged that the cinema was not 
replaced in the previous scheme. The cinema was one of the most popular 
aspects of the scheme which will attract more economic activity down West 
King street.  The scheme would be self-funding as the aim is to attract new 
employment opportunities from new industries.  The Administration aims to 
build over 3000 genuine affordable houses by the end of this term.  The 
scheme includes other opportunities such as the Council is working on an 
alliance with Imperial College in relation to the private rented homes and 
buyers of the office accommodation. The affordable housing would relieve 
pressure on the temporary accommodation budget.

Eric Hohenstein asked what was the percentage of people who access our 
services in person.  And has the Council looked at White City or alternative 
cheaper sites other than Hammersmith?  He believed the Council was putting 
officers in the most expensive part of the Borough.

The Leader reported that the Council was looking at a 5:10 desk ratio with 
increased digital interaction with residents, a modernised workforce, 
modernised organisation operating with zero based budgeting principles 
enabling the organisation to run more effectively and efficiently.  It is difficult 
to turn the town hall into any use other than offices.

Officers noted that the Council will be changing the way it works to reduce its 
footprint.  Councillor Jones noted that there would be flexibility in the use of 
the town hall space. The Council would be able to expand or contract its 
footprint in future. 

The Leader informed the Committee that there would also be a change of 
culture.  The town hall would contain more than just Council offices. We will 
create a Civic Hub containing start up space, café hub, homework hub, 
shared office space with local businesses and other government agencies.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

Chris Littmoden asked what are the efficiencies, success factors and KPIs? 
Councillor Murphy enquired about the control measures put in place to ensure 
that the project is delivered on time and within budget.

The Leader noted that there were a lot of factors which had to be taken into 
consideration when making the decision to proceed with this project such as 
savings on temporary accommodation costs, office costs, sale of offices, retail 
units provision, shared office space income and business starts space.  Also 
increased productivity from highly motivated staff because of better office 
accommodation to work in.  Finally, there will be great improvements of the 
West King street public realm.

Action – Report back on success factors, KPIs, a table outlining the 
finances, and risks and mitigation against the risks.

Action by – David Burns

Judith Worthy expressed concern that after reading the report it seems the 
committee had been drip fed with information.  She was happy that the paper 
had put some context on the MTFS but was disappointed that the Committee 
had not previously received the Capital Strategy and Treasury management 
reports.   From her analysis, this is a high-risk venture as there is a £14 
million call on reserves to meet the DSG budget deficit as well as funding this 
project. There would be no more reserves left if the anticipated profit does not 
arrive on time or at all.  Eric Hohenstein stated that he was also 
uncomfortable with the figures.

Officers reassured the Committee that the Council’s external professional 
advisers have gone over the figures and are confident that the project is 
viable.  The Council is responsible for the Town Hall refurbishment works. 
Emily Hill, Assistant Director – Corporate Finance, noted that the Council can 
borrow funds on a short-term basis to cover any delays in the project.  

The Leader noted that the aim was to get lots more done for less. RFE has 
tightened how we spend money.  We are not prepared to tolerate deficit 
spending.  Section 106 funding going forward would be used to build 
affordable housing.  It should not be used to balance the budget.  Fulham 
Gasworks and Imperial College schemes would bring in significant sums 
which would be used to fund the project.  The underlying risk is the cost of not 
going ahead with the project. The Town hall accommodation is not fit for 
purpose any longer. 

Councillor Quigley asked for clarification of how the Council intends to raise 
£90 million to fund the project and how much are we borrowing? In response, 
Hitesh Jolapara, Strategic Director, Finance and Governance, noted that the 
Council could borrow up to £90 million.  However, the Council would 1st look 
internally and finance part of the project through our internal cash balances 
where appropriate.  The Council could also borrow from the Public Works 
Board, if required.  If the Council lent the JV any funds, it would be at the 
market rate and terms.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

Councillor Quigley asked why is the project finance based on the assumption 
that funding is loaned to the JV by the Council?  Emily Hill responded that the 
JV would need cash to build the development. If the Council provides the 
funds, it gives us more control over the project. The Council could borrow at a 
lower rate than the JV.  Once the Council makes the final land sale, it would 
know the ultimate cost and amount.

Councillor Murphy asked for the timeline of the financing and whether the 
loans would be secured.  It was noted that the loans would be secured on the 
land.  He expressed concern that there was a risk that the sale of the property 
would not cover the full value of the loans.  Judith Worthy also expressed 
concern about the uncertainty and risk of not receiving £11 million profit. 

David explained that there were a couple of factors which would influence the 
receipt: -
 Conditional land sale agreement
 Viable scheme achieving profitability
 Affordable housing sold to A2 Dominion
 Sale of private rented units
 Pre- sale of office accommodation

The build would be a fixed price contract. The Council has benchmarked the 
rates against similar projects.  Deloitte has undertaken the cost challenges 
and sensitivity analysis.

Action – Cost challenge and sensitivity reports to be sent to the 
Committee

Action by – David Burns

The Leader reassured the Committee that funding of the scheme was viable. 
A2 Dominion are investing surpluses made at Riverside Studios back into the 
affordable housing.

Judith Worthy concluded that she recognised that this was a big project but 
there was more work to be undertaken on the funding. She requested for the 
Committee to be updated on the finances going forward to test the current 
assumptions.

Action – Committee to receive a 6-monthly update on the finances going 
forward.

Action by – David Burns

Chris Littmoden and Judith Worthy asked who is delivering the project and 
what experience do they have in non-residential construction?  Councillor 
Jones explained that we have the experience of working with JV partners 
such as Stanhope.  A2 Dominion has a track record of developing mixed use 
residential developments. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

Councillor Murphy asked what were the project management arrangements 
for this important project?  David explained that there is a Programme Board 
chaired by Kim Smith, the Chief Executive, which meets monthly.  The Project 
team meets weekly.  Members will also sign off key decisions as they arise. 

Eric Hohenstein asked why is the Council decanting into leased buildings 
rather than buying one.  David Burns noted that officers had looked but could 
not find any open market advertised sales or off market investible sites to 
pursue.  The current decants costs were modelled on a 5 years occupation 
but the Council is seeking to return to the refurbished Town Hall in 3 ½ years.

The Leader noted that the Council was considering introducing zero based 
budgeting to re-engineer our business processes and deliver greater 
efficiencies. He asked the committee to look into this area. 

Action – Zero based budgeting to be considered at the July meeting.

Action by – Hitesh Jolapara

28. USING OUR ESTATE MORE ECONOMICALLY 

David Burns, Assistant Director Growth, gave a presentation on using our estate 
more economically.  The Committee noted that the 3 strategic approaches which 
were in development – Asset and Growth strategy, Schools Renewal programme 
and Corporate Landlord approach.

The Committee asked some questions during the presentation.

Councillor Vincent asked if the Council can borrow more to fund assets acquisition as 
part of our assets strategy?  Officers noted that Council can borrow more but could 
not give an exact figure because there were other factors that had to be taken into 
consideration.  Councillor Murphy asked for an explanation why Earl’s court 
development would restrict the Council’s borrowing ability.

Action - An explanation why Earl’s court development would restrict the 
Council’s borrowing ability.

Action by – Emily Hill, Assistant Director – Corporate Finance

Chris Littmoden asked whether the better utilisation of the school estate was 
undertaken within the framework of reducing council tax for residents. David noted 
that the programme was developed within the Council’s Business plan.

Councillor Murphy asked how can we sweat our assets to increase income for the 
Council’s use.   He saw reducing council tax is an option, increasing housing stock, 
and improving the schools’ assets as objectives of the assets strategy.

Hitesh clarified that there were many objectives of the asset and growth strategy 
including building affordable housing and increasing the Council’s revenue streams.  
Any increase in revenue streams would reduce the budget pressures which could 
have an impact on Council tax levels
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Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

Councillor Murphy observed that the proposed asset strategy was to increase the 
supply of affordable housing rather than better sweat our assets.  Officers should 
look at the opportunities to increase affordable housing as well as increasing 
commercial income for the Council.  David said that the creation of mixed tenure 
housing, commercial assets and the use of community assets would all be explored 
as part of the strategy.  

In response to Eric Hohenstein’s question about the definition of affordable housing, 
David Burns noted that it is defined as 60% low cost rent and shared ownership.  The 
Council will build additional units in line with planning policy.

Under the School renewal programme, Judith Worthy sought clarification whether the 
Council proposed to sell school’s playing fields.  She was concerned about the 
possible loss of green space.  Steve Miley responded that the intension is to 
maximise air above schools and utilise space within the estate without compromising 
the play space available.   We are proposals to rearrange school space in a more 
efficient way with affordable housing provision without impacting on the greenspace.  
This would also create an opportunity to balance the education debt.

Eric Hohenstein asked if the Council would increase school sizes?  It was reported 
that increasing school sizes was not an objective. If the opportunity arose, we might 
decide to bring multiple provisions together like using space for alternative education 
provision and community use.   The Council does consider the geographical location 
of schools especially near boundaries.

Dave stated that the Council will undertake an appraisal of every site which would 
include the economic possibilities.

Councillor Vincent sought clarification if the proposals where primarily put together to 
reduce the SEN debt.  Steve stated that the main objective of rebuilding schools was 
to provide high quality education. We also need to balance education budget as our 
expenditure is higher than the money received from the government.

Councillor Quigley asked what were the chances of two schools merging? Is the 
intension to reduce the number of schools?  Steve reassured the Committee that the 
intension was not to reduce the number of schools in the borough.  We intend to 
utilise the school estate better, improve buildings which were not fit for purpose, 
utilise space better and improve education provision.  

The Committee requested for a simple paper outlining: -

 What land do we own?
 What land can we redevelop?
 What are the opportunities available?
 What is the baseline and proposed rate of return on the investment?
 What are the benefits – economic and social benefits?
 What are the KPIs?

Action - Report back in July.
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Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

Action by David Burns

Councillor Vincent asked how accurate is our asset register? Do we have a good 
understanding of the use? Has this been done before?  Dave noted that the Council 
knows what we own but we could manage our assets better.  We have reviewed our 
assets but not in such a comprehensive way.   Cabinet has considered the Corporate 
Asset Strategy report.

Councillor Johnson requested that the appraisal assessment should be evidence 
based outlining the economic value and community benefits. David responded that 
an appraisal will take place to ensure viability.  Consultation with the stakeholders 
would be undertaken.   As the project pass through the Gateways, the financial, 
social and economic benefits will be appraised.

Opportunities to Explore Proposed

Councillor Murphy asked if there was anything stopping us from borrowing cheaply 
from the Government to invest in commercial assets.  Emily Hill (Assistant Director, 
Corporate Finance) responded that there was nothing stopping us from doing so but 
CIFPA and the DCLG have both expressed concerns about the possibility of 
distorting the market through such practices.  The DCLG is proposing to draft 
legislation to clamp down on local authorities buying commercial properties outside 
their local area. 

Eric Hohenstein noted that officers should also consider land swaps with developers 
and registered housing organisations.

Facilities management contact being in house could provide new opportunities to 
management cost and bring in new efficiencies.

Use of housing companies to develop private and affordable housing and enhance 
the use of our community should be explored.

The Committee asked for a timeline when the strategy would be developed.

Action - A timeline when the strategy would be developed to be provided.

Action by – David Burns

29. BRINGING BACK LIFE TO THE HIGH STREET, STRATEGY TO ATTRACT 
BUSINESS 

Nicki Burgess, Business Engagement Manager, gave a briefing on how the 
Council was bringing back life to the high street and the strategies in place to 
attract businesses.  The Council delivers a range of support to high streets 
through business support and placemaking interventions.  A key focus is on the 
public realm ensuring that it is clean safe, accessible, and attractive.

Regarding the vibrancy and occupancy of Town centres, Councillor Murphy 
cited King Street as an example of a High street which had a high occupancy 
rate but was not vibrant as it was filled with many betting, charity and chicken 
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Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

shops. He asked what can we do to make it more vibrant?  Nicki noted that the 
Council does not have a huge influence over who occupies the shops but we 
are working with those landlords that engage to improve the quality of shops.

Councillor Vincent noted that the Council has limited resources to invest in high 
street initiatives. He asked if we had unlimited resources what could we have 
done?  Nicki noted that the future of the high street was changing from retail to 
leisure focus.  The focus could be provision of multi-use space including start 
up business, community café, business incubator space and leisure space.  
Mixed development uses would attract more people to the area.

Councillor Johnson noted that the impact of the super cycle highway was 
missing from the report.  Shop keeper usually advocate for parking in front of or 
near their shops.  Officers noted that Waltham Forest introduced a scheme in 
Walthamstow tagged “Mini-Holland” which encourages walking or cycling within 
15 minutes to shops.  Evidence has shown that shops have benefited from this 
initiative through increased footfall. 

Eric Hohenstein asked what can the Council do as part of the industrial strategy 
to attract business to our area.  Officers noted that the Council could restrict the 
number of A2 units through the Local plan.  It cannot revoke existing planning 
permission.   Councillor Quigley asked if betting shops required licenses to 
operate.  Officers agreed to check

Action – Check if betting shops required special licenses to operate.

Action by Nicki Burgess

Councillor Johnson asked what does the shop keepers think about the 2-stage 
financial transaction authentication process soon to be introduced. It was noted 
that there are some shops which have not embraced technology operating on 
cash only.  Their reaction will depend on their business model.

The Chair thanked the officers for an informative presentation.

30. NATIONAL NON DOMESTIC RATE (NNDR) 

Jamie Mullins, Head of Revenues, and Jenny Dixon, Taxation Manager, 
presented a report on National Non- Domestic Rates (NNDR) known as 
Business Rates. The Committee noted the NNDR retention scheme which was in 
operation since April 2018 and the proposed changes from April 2019.   

The Committee noted that the local discretional and small business rate relief 
schemes benefitted 900 and 1400 businesses respectively. The mandatory relief 
benefited properties which are wholly or mainly used for charitable purposes.  25 
establishments have benefited from the Pub relief. 

The retail discount scheme announced in the October 2018 budget could benefit 
around 1400 businesses. Councillor Murphy asked if the Council was adversely 
affected by the relief granted. It was noted that this was funded within the 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

scheme by the Government. However, if the Council introduced a local discount 
scheme it would funded locally.

In response to a question from Eric Hohenstein regarding avoidance, it was 
noted that those organisations who engage in such practices are within the law. 
They engaged with the Council by paying their reduced rates bill on time.   Until 
the Government drafts new legislation our hands are tied.

Councillor Johnson about relief on National rail estates let to local businesses.   It 
was noted that once a property was vacant for 3 months TFL claimed the empty 
property relief. The new occupier would pay the full business rates as relief can 
only be claimed once.

The Chair asked for a note to be circulated on the checks and balance to 
safeguard against fraud.  

Action – Note to the committee on the checks and balance to safeguard 
against fraud. 

Action by Jamie Mullins, Head of Revenues

31. COMMITTEE WORK PROGRAMME 

The work programme was updated.

32. DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS 

The following date was noted: -
 Wednesday 27th March 2019

Meeting started: 7.00 pm
Meeting ended: 10.00 am

Chairman

Contact officer:
Committee Co-ordinator
Governance and Scrutiny
: 020 8753 2499
E-mail: kayode.adewumi@lbhf.gov.uk
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Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

. London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
Finance, Commercial Revenue 

and Contracts Policy & 
Accountability Committee

Wednesday 27 March 2019

 This meeting was inquorate but an informal discussion took 
place. These are the notes of the discussions.

PRESENT

Committee members: Councillors PJ Murphy (Chair), Patricia Quigley and 
Guy Vincent

Co-opted members: Tony Boys (Community), Erik Hohenstein (Community) and 
Judith Worthy (Community)

Other Councillors: Councillor Ben Coleman (Cabinet Member for Health and Adult 
Social Care and Councillor Rowan Ree (Assistant to Cabinet) 

Officers: Kim Smith (Chief Executive), Lisa Redfern (Strategic Director, Social 
Care), Sharon Lea (Strategic Director, Residents’ Services), Emily Hill (Assistant 
Director, Corporate Finance), David McNulty (Assistant Director, Housing), Joanna 
McCormick (Assistant Director, Commissioning), Prakash Daryanani (Head of 
Finance - Social Care), Adrian Ash (Interim Head of Waste Management), Will 
Parsons (Commissioning Development Lead), Kayode Adewumi (Head of 
Governance & Scrutiny)

The Chair announced that the meeting was inquorate and he would be 
leaving the meeting later to speak at the Licensing Sub Committee.  The 
Committee would however proceed with the listed business informally.

33. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 12 February 2019 were commented 
upon.  Officers were requested to circulate responses to the outstanding 
queries.

The Chair asked officers to check if there were any lessons to be learnt from 
the A2 Dominion’s construction project in Birmingham which did not go well.

Action by Dave Burns
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34. WASTE, RECYCLING AND STREET CLEANSING CONTRACT REVIEW 

A discussion on the current contract’s limitations and officers’ proactive 
management of the current contractor took place.  Officers described the 
potential opportunities for future requirements and contracts.  The Committee 
offered their support of this work and looked forward to future briefings as the 
work developed. 

Officers described the current waste disposal contract arrangements until 
2032.  The Committee discussed the challenges and opportunities around 
this particularly the need for the four Boroughs to work together to get value 
from the arrangements for residents. 

Actions Requested

 Officers to provide the contract timeline to enable the Committee 
support and help shape the future of the contract.

Action by – Adrian Ash 

 A report on procurement and contract management processes across 
the council which should then lead to some more detailed reports be 
submitted.

Action by – Hitesh Jolapara 

 The E&Y report on the top 10 council contracts should be circulated as 
background reading.

Action by – Hitesh Jolapara 

(Councillor Vincent arrived at 20:08 and Councillor Murphy left the room at 
20:13).

35. FINANCIAL CONTROL IN ADULT SOCIAL CARE 

Lisa Redfern provided an overview of the Adult Social Care budget.  It was 
noted the department would deliver a balanced budget this year.  Discussions 
will start on the 2019/20 budget monitoring process soon. 

Although the council has a younger population, 2/3rd of the services users are 
older people.  The department supports over 3100 residents with an average 
of 28 hours of care per person per week.

It was noted that there was a risk of NHS care costs migrating to the local 
authority through early discharge of patients into the community.  The council 
is providing more care to residents without extra government funding which 
has placed immense pressure on the Council’s budget.  During the 
discussions, it was agreed more work should be undertaken on preventive 
care models. The CCG, Public Health, NHS and Council should work better 
and closer to introduce best practice and provide better resident outcomes.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

The Committee expressed their appreciation for the paper and were 
impressed with the quality of the department’s leadership. 

Actions Requested

 The breakdown of the age profile of care users to be sent to Members.
 Members asked for a 6 month catch up on the collaboration agenda.

Action by – Lisa Redfern

36. COUNCIL INCOME 

The Committee considered two reports on the Council’s Income and Commercial 
activities. It was noted that the commercial income targets had not been met as 
sufficient capacity had not been available to develop and market the products. 

In response to a question about the Committee’s offer to support and advise 
officers on commercial activity through a sub-committee of the PAC, the Chief 
Executive noted that an officers' group was being set up to oversee commercial 
activity.  It has been difficult to recruit high calibre staff in this area and would 
welcome the committee’s support in looking at capacity building.

Although the council was still piloting and evaluating the ethical debt processes, 
there had not been a significant drop in the council tax collection rate.  Five 
councils have signed access agreements and are in the process of arranging 
pilots with the Joint Venture.

Action Requested

 Members to be sent a note about how the Freedom Pass funding works.
 Officers to check if a Taxi Card Business Intelligence product had been 

developed.
 Officers to brief the committee on commercial revenue as part of the 

budget monitoring process.

Action by – Will Parsons

 A Commercial sub-committee be formed to support and advise on 
commercial activities.

Action by – Hitesh Jolapara 

37. COMMITTEE WORK PROGRAMME 

The work programme was updated with the following requests made: -

 An update on the IT migration. 
 The Section 106 and CCL report to include what has been received and 

allocated.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will 
be recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

 EY report which reviewed the Council’s top ten contracts be sent to 
Members.

 Procurement and contract management processes across the council which 
should then lead to some more detailed reports.

 Asset and Growth Strategy update be submitted.
 Zero Based budgeting report to be submitted in 6 months to allow officers to 

resource and develop the concept further.

38. DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS 

The following dates for the new municipal year were noted:-
 Tuesday 2 July 2019
 Wednesday 18 September 2019
 Wednesday 20 November 2019
 Wednesday 29 January 2020
 Wednesday 1 April 2020

Meeting started: 7.15 pm
Meeting ended: 9.38 pm

Chairman

Contact officer: kayode.adewumi@lbhf.gov.uk
Head of Governance and Scrutiny
Governance and Scrutiny
: 020 8753 2499
E-mail: kayode.adewumi@lbhf.gov.uk
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London Borough of Hammersmith & 
Fulham

FINANCE, COMMERCIAL REVENUE AND CONTRACTS 
POLICY AND ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE

2 JULY 2019

2018/19 RESERVES OUTTURN REPORT

Cabinet Member for Finance and Commercial Services – Councillor Max Schmid

Open Report
Classification - For Information

Key Decision: No

Wards Affected: All

Accountable Director: Hitesh Jolapara – Strategic Director of Finance & Governance

Report Author:
Emily Hill – Assistant Director, Corporate Finance
Andrew Lord – Head of Strategic Planning and Monitoring

Contact Details:
Tel: 020 8753 2531
E-mail: 
Andrew.Lord@lbhf.gov.uk

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. The H&F vision includes being ruthlessly financially efficient. We need 
to always confirm that spend fits our council’s priorities; challenge how 
much needs to be spent; and achieve results within agreed budgets. 
Finance is everyone’s business and every penny counts.

1.2. Council reserves are an important element of good financial 
management. They exist to enable investment in priorities and service 
transformation or to respond to unexpected events or emerging needs. 
They are one-off resources, that can only be spent once, and should not 
be used to fund council services that require recurring budgets.

1.3. The Councils’ accounts for 2018/19 are closed and subject to an audit.  
The statutory deadline for closure is 31 May with external audit complete 
by 31 July. The outcome of the audit will be reported to the July Audit 
Committee.

1.4. £32.7m of General Fund earmarked reserves were utilised in 2018/19 
by approved projects, to stand at £62.3m by the year end. The figures 
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are subject to the audit of the statement of accounts. These include 
£10.3m in movement due to technical NNDR adjustments, with £5.1m of 
that being due to timing of NNDR payments that will be repaid in the 
future. In addition to the reserves the Council holds £3.5m of capital 
receipts which could be applied to fund Invest to Save schemes in 
2019/20 under the provisions for the flexible use of capital receipts.  

Table 1 – Movement in 2018/19 reserves and balances

2018/19 
opening 
balance

In-year 
movement

2018/19 
closing 
balance

£m £m £m
Earmarked reserves 94.9 -32.7 62.3
General balances 19.0 0.0 19.0
 113.9 -32.7 81.3

1.5. The general balance of £19.0m represents 3.3% (equivalent to 12 days 
spend) of the Council’s gross budget of £560m. The Strategic Director, 
Finance and Governance advised Budget Council that the general 
balance needed to be maintained within the range of £14m to £20m over 
the next 3 years to allow for the financial risks identified and support 
effective medium-term planning. 

1.6. Following closure of the accounts, officers are now undertaking a review 
of commitments against reserves with a view to completing a 
realignment of earmarked reserves and a medium-term forecast. This 
will be reported to a future Policy and Accountability Committee meeting.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. To note the 2018/19 outturn reserves position. 

3. GENERAL FUND RESERVES OUTTURN

3.1. Reserves and balances of £32.7m were utilised in 2018/19. 

3.2. This includes use of reserves of £5.1m which will be reimbursed in 
future years due to statutory timing and accounting requirements in 
respect of business rates within the collection fund.   

Table 2 – 2018/19 Movement in reserves and balances
 

2018/19 
opening 
balance

In-year 
movement

2018/19 
closing 
balance

£m £m £m
Earmarked reserves 94.9 -32.7 62.3
General balances 19.0 0.0 19.0
 113.9 -32.7 81.3
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3.3. The Council has set aside an earmarked reserve equivalent in value to 
the DSG deficit which is included in the movement above. Initial 
modelling indicates that the deficit will increase by a further £4.5m in 
2019/20. Earmarked reserves of £32.7m were utilised in 2018/19. This 
is after £2.0m of Invest to Save costs were funded from capital resources 
in line with the Government dispensation on the flexible use of capital 
receipts.

Table 3 – Key movements in 2018/19 earmarked reserves

 £'m
Set aside for DSG reserve (13.6)
Managed services and Hampshire IBC implementation (5.2)
Use of NNDR deficit reserve (technical / timing 
adjustment) (5.2)
Temporary NNDR accounting adjustment for 2018/19 to 
be reimbursed in future years (technical / timing 
adjustment) (5.1)
Council development costs (2.0)
Funding of the 2018/19 General Fund overspend (1.6)
Net reduction in 2018/19 earmarked reserves (32.7)

3.4. The movement in reserves and balances over recent years is set out in 
Table 4. 

Table 4 - Movement in reserves and balances 

31/3/13 31/3/14 31/3/15 31/3/16 31/3/17 31/3/18 31/3/19
£’m £’m £’m £’m £’m £m £m

Earmarked 
reserves

59.0 81.6 89.5 90.0 82.9 95.0 62.3

General 
balances

18.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0

77.0 100.6 108.5 109.0 101.9 114.0 81.3

3.5. Following the closure of the accounts for 2018/19 to meet the statutory 
timetable, officers are now undertaking a review of all known 
commitments and prepare a medium term forecast of the Council’s 
reserves position. The review will include:

 review and challenge of existing agreed commitments 
against current priorities

 consideration of alternative funding options for agreed 
commitments to maintain reserves where possible e.g. 
flexible use of capital receipts. 
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3.6. Once the review has been completed the reserves will be aligned to 
ensure that they reflect the commitments and priorities resulting from 
the review. Once this work is completed, the position on the realigned 
reserves and the medium-term forecast will be reported to a future 
PAC.

4. CONSULTATION

4.1. With Departmental teams and Strategic Leadership Team.

5. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

5.1. Cabinet is asked to note the outturn for 2018/19.  It is not asked to 
make any decisions nor take any action, hence there are no equality 
implications arising from this report.

5.2. Implications completed by: Peter Smith, Head of Policy & Strategy, tel. 
020 8753 2206.

6. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

6.1. There are no legal implications within this report.

6.2. Implications verified by: Adesuwa Omoregie, Principal Solicitor, 020 
8753 2297.

7. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1. This report is of a financial nature and the financial implications are 
contained within, which is subject to audit review.

7.2. Implications completed by: Gary Ironmonger, Finance Manager 0208 
753 2109.

7.3. Implications verified by: Emily Hill, Assistant Director, Corporate 
Finance, 020 8753 3145.

8. IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS

8.1. There are no direct implications for local businesses.

8.2. Implications verified by: Albena Karameros, Economic Development 
Team, tel. 020 7938 8583 

9. COMMERCIAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1. There are no immediate commercial implications in this report.

9.2. Implications verified by: Joanna Angelides.  Tel: 020 7361 2586 
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10. IT IMPLICATIONS

10.1. There are no IT implications contained within this report.

10.2. Completed by: Veronica Barella, Chief Information Officer, Tel 200 
8753 2927.

11. RISK MANAGEMENT

11.1. The Council operates in an increasing risk environment of reduced 
council funding and austerity measures imposed by national 
government, increasing financial pressures due to cost inflation and 
demographic pressures. The Council has monitored this corporate risk 
though the year and has adopted as one of its key priorities to be 
ruthlessly financially efficient so as to continue to achieve the best 
service for our residents from council staff and contractors in line with 
our corporate risk to meet our communities ongoing needs and 
expectations. There is a risk that pressures will continue to provide a 
challenge in 2019/20. 

11.2. Implications verified by: Michael Sloniowski, Risk Manager 0208 753 
2587.

12. BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT

No. Description of
Background Papers

Name/Ext of 
holder of file/copy

Department/
Location

None
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 London Borough of Hammersmith & 
Fulham

FINANCE, COMMERCIAL REVENUE AND 
CONTRACTSPOLICY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

COMMITTEE

 2nd July 2019

SECTION 106 AGREEMENTS – UPDATE REPORT

Report of Cabinet Member for the Economy: Councillor Andrew Jones 

Report Status: Open

Classification:  For review and comment.

Key Decision: No

Wards Affected: All

Accountable Directors: 
Jo Rowlands - Strategic Director for the Economy
Hitesh Jolapara - Strategic Director, Finance and Governance

Report Authors: 
Joanne Woodward: Chief Planning Officer

Contact Details:
Email: 
joanne.woodward@lbhf.gov.uk
Telephone 020 8753 4429

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Since 2014 the Council has negotiated over £600 million worth of 
funding through developer contributions as part of new developments in 
the borough. This includes financial as well as non-financial 
contributions received through s106 agreements, along with the 
Community Infrastructure Levy.

1.2 This report summarises the role of section 106 (s.106) agreements, the 
use of s.106 funds and how decisions are made regarding expenditure 
of s.106 funds. It provides an overview of s.106 receipts and the current 
position regarding s106 balances and current and future expenditure by 
category. It reports on the notable s106 agreements that have been 
signed this year and provides an overview of the community benefits 
that have been achieved from s106 funding.

1.3 Appendix 1 summarises the s.106 agreements where funds have been 
received  and projects are underway. It also provides information on 
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completed s. 106 agreements and funds agreed, but not yet received as 
the trigger points for payments have not been reached.    

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That the Policy and Accountability Committee note the report.

3. BACKGROUND TO PLANNING OBLIGATIONS 

3.1 Planning obligations under s.106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 (as amended), known as s.106 agreements, are a mechanism 
which make a development proposal acceptable in planning terms, that 
would not otherwise be acceptable. They are focused on site specific 
mitigation of the impact of development.

3.2 Planning obligations are used to secure affordable housing, and to 
secure financial contributions to provide infrastructure. Legal tests 
govern the use of s106 agreements to ensure they are necessary to 
make the development acceptable in planning terms, directly related to 
the development, and are fair and reasonably related in scale and kind 
to the development.

3.3 Payments can be made in the form of a lump sum or an endowment or 
as phased payments, related to defined dates, events and triggers as 
the particular development progresses. 

3.4 The obligation becomes a land charge. If the s. 106 is not complied 
with, it is enforceable against the person that entered into the obligation 
and any subsequent land owner. The s.106 can be enforced by 
injunction. In case of a breach of the obligation the Council can take 
direct action and recover expenses. 

3.5 Further background information on the use of s106 agreements is set 
out in Appendix 2.  

4. HOW S.106 FUNDS ARE MANAGED IN LBHF

4.1 The Council employs an Obligations Monitoring Officer to log and 
monitor all planning applications and receipts from the Community 
Infrastructure Levy.  In recent months, the restructure of the Planning 
Service together with greater joint working with Finance officers have 
increased the capacity and effectiveness of the monitoring and 
management of the s106 programme. Staff resources engaged in 
managing and monitoring agreements are funded by contributions made 
by developers when they enter into planning obligations.  

4.2 All legal agreements and obligations contained in them are entered onto 
a dedicated Council database which incorporates the trigger points for 
payments of obligations to ensure compliance.  All contributions held 
are now recorded in a shared corporate system to ensure regular 
financial reconciliation. 
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5. PROCESS FOR ALLOCATING S.106 FUNDS

5.1 Local planning authorities are required to use the funding in accordance 
with the terms of the individual planning obligation legal agreement. In 
LBHF there are three broad categories of s. 106 contributions received:

 for a specific purpose defined and described in the s106 agreement
 for a general functional purpose defined and described in the s. 

106 agreement but with geographical constraints
 for a general purpose defined and described in the s. 106 agreement 

but with no borough geographical constraints.

The Council has agreed procedures for determining the allocation and 
spend of s106 contributions, depending on the purpose of the funds 
received.   

5.2 In the case of contributions received for a specified purpose, such as an 
identified junction improvement, the Council service responsible for 
delivering the project seeks formal approval from the appropriate 
Cabinet Member for the proposed project, or Cabinet in line with the 
Council’s Financial Regulations.

5.3 For more generic contributions, council services are required to follow 
an agreed s. 106 Protocol.  This requires all proposed projects be 
supported by a business case, conform to the terms of the legal 
agreement, and demonstrate how the proposal delivers the Council’s 
Business Plan and its Local Plan priorities.  Bids are assessed and 
prioritised by a monthly s.106 and CIL Board of senior officers. 

5.4 This s106 Officer Board makes recommendations on schemes suitable 
for funding to the Cabinet Members for the Economy, and Finance and 
Commercial Services as part of a s106 Member Board meeting monthly.  
Following agreement of this Board, formal approval of the bid is sought 
either through the relevant Cabinet member or Cabinet in accordance 
with the Council’s Financial Regulations.  

5.5 In addition to considering individual bids, both Boards also play a wider 
role in overseeing the management and monitoring of the programme 
and its balances.  

5.6 An annual report to the Cabinet summarises all of the drawdowns from 
individual s106 agreements which have taken place in the financial year 
and the purposes of those funds.   

5.7 Councillors can make representations to the relevant department and 
discuss the need for a particular project to be submitted for funding 
through the process outlined above.
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6. CURRENT POSITION REGARDING S.106 FUNDS 

6.1 There are currently 213 individual s.106 agreements in the programme, 
containing over 900 heads of terms. Funds have been received for 
around 160 of these agreements (incorporating approximately 700 
heads of terms) and projects are underway. The remaining agreements 
are signed and completed although funds have not yet been received as 
the trigger points for payments are not reached. Trigger points typically 
relate to the stages of development, such as commencement of 
development works on site or the first occupation of a residential unit. 

6.2 A detailed summary of the receipts received, expenditure and 
commitments relating to each individual s.106 agreement is shown at 
Appendix 1.  Table 1 below summarises the balances at April 2012 and 
the receipts and payments history from April 2012 to March 2019. In 
addition to the current available balances, the table also sets out 
expected future receipts and committed spend.

Table 1 – Overview of s106 balances at 31st March 2019
 

Opening 
balance 

April 2012
Cash 

received Drawdowns
Available 

balances as 
at 31st 

March 2019

Future 
receipts

Total 
Current and 

Future 
Funds

Approved 
Commitments

Earmarked 
Commitments

£000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

(15,573) (99,021) 72,567 (42,028) (180,523) (222,551) 44,989 9,030

6.3 The current available balance is £42m with a further £180.5m 
negotiated as potential future receipts.  This includes all potential 
receipts – including those obligations agreed, but not yet received.  It is 
important to note that receipts are dependent on a number of factors, 
including the risk relating to implementation and completion of planning 
applications as approved.  For example, the landowner/developer may 
choose not to progress development or in the event a planning 
permission expires, a new application and s. 106 agreement may 
supersede an earlier agreement. 

6.4 A number of notable s106 agreements were completed over the last 
year which continue to add to the programme.  These are summarised 
in table 2 below.  In addition there are currently over ten other 
agreements being negotiated by the Council but not yet signed, 
including the agreement associated with the redevelopment of Olympia.  
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Table 2 – Notable agreements signed over last 12 months

Notable S106 Agreements signed over last 12 months Approx value 
(excluding non 
financial obligations)

Land known as Gateway Site, White City Place, 201 
Wood Lane, London

£4.4m

Fulham Football Club, Stevenage Road, London SW6 
6HH

£2.1m

Fulham Gasworks, Imperial Road London £7m

Land Bounded by Fulham Gasworks and Railway Line 
(Chelsea Creek), Imperial Road London SW6

£3.4m

7. SUMMARY OF S106 EXPENDITURE 2018/19
 
7.1. At its meeting on the 1st July, the Council’s Cabinet is scheduled to 

consider a report on the recommended use of s106 funds for the year 
2018/19 and the approval to spend £14m for specified projects.  This 
annual drawdown reconciliation from the programme is summarised in 
table 3 below.  (Note - the current balance figure in Table 1 above is the 
current balance after this drawdown figure of £14m has been taken into 
account). 

7.2 The Cabinet report can be viewed in full at 
http://democracy.lbhf.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=116&MId=658
2&Ver=4

Table 3 - Summary of projects funded from s106 funds 2018/19
 

Theme/s106 drawdown amount Relevant projects

Community Safety Initiatives 

£3.047m

Towards Community safety initiatives 
such as CCTV installation and 
enhanced policing projects to address 
increased crime/fear of crime arising 
from new developments and population 
growth. 

Parks Projects

£861k 

To fund parks projects necessary to 
improve parks in the borough and/or 
increase their capacity necessary to 
support increasing and changing 
population. Projects include the 
Ravenscourt Park masterplan, 
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Wormholt Park refurbishment, St Paul’s 
Park Improvements and the ecology 
garden at South Park.

Housing Projects

£619k

Towards the delivery of affordable 
housing projects in the borough, 
including initiatives at various sites 
including, Fulham North Housing office, 
Ed City, Flora Gardens, Edith 
Summerskill House and 50 
Commonwealth Avenue.

Economic Development Projects

£742k 

Towards economic development and 
training and skills projects in the 
borough including North End Road 
market and Place-Making Activities and 
the establishment of a Growth and 
Innovation partnership with Imperial 
College.

Highway Works

£4.33m 

Towards highway projects in the 
borough directly required because of 
developments taking place, including 
Harbour Avenue highway improvement 
works, Ariel Way/ Wood Lane Highway 
Works and various Street Czar projects.  

Arts and Culture 

£69k 

Towards arts and culture development 
in the borough, including Bush Theatre 
improvements and Arts Strategy 
projects

Social Inclusion Projects

£33k 

Towards social inclusion projects to 
address the increased needs generated 
by population growth and change in the 
borough, including the expansion of the 
Social Inclusion Unit and funding for a 
Crisis Navigator - to support residents 
affected by the rollout of the Universal 
Credit scheme in Hammersmith & 
Fulham.

Libraries and Community Centres 

£362k 

Towards libraries and community 
centres/ improved facilities to increase 
capacity and extend provision, including 
projects at the Macbeth centre and 
Sands End Community centre.

Schools/education

£251k

towards Schools / Education projects, 
including the TBAP Bridge project to 
enhance the curriculum offer to 
Hammersmith & Fulham students at the 
Bridge Academy. 

Environmental monitoring

£270k

towards waste disposal / environmental 
protection and on-site monitoring for air 
quality, land contamination and 
environmental health
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Services of the Council

£3.3m 

Recovery of additional pressures and 
costs to the Council of operating 
services as a result of new 
developments. 

Monitoring and management costs
£289k

Drawn from s106 funds collected 
specifically for this purpose. 

7.2 Section 106 funds have been used to help support a number of 
significant council projects.  Table 4 below indicates the projects that 
have received over £1million funding from the s106 programme in the 
last two financial years: 

Table 4 – Projects receiving £1m+ over last two years

Projects receiving £1m+ Total spend 2017-19

Affordable Housing £1.5m
CCTV £2m
Children’s services £8m
LED lighting £1.2m
Pay & Display upgrade £1.2m
Policing £3.2m

8. COMMITTED AND EARMARKED s106 FUNDS

8.1 As indicated in Table 1 above, there is currently just under £45m of 
planned/committed expenditure within the programme, and a further 
£9m earmarked to projects currently under development. This reflects 
proposed expenditure on projects over the period 2019-24 and is 
closely monitored to ensure appropriate funds have been received and 
are available.  Table 5 below summarises some of the main proposed 
spend areas for the future.  

Table 5 – Examples of future planned expenditure 

Examples of planned projects 2019-2014 Estimated 
expenditure

Supporting affordable housing provision, including 
the redevelopment of Edith Summerskill House

£24.5m

Parks and leisure projects, including improvements 
to Hammersmith Park playground, Japanese 
Garden, bowling green, outdoor gym and tennis 
courts.

£750k

Transport and highways projects, including works 
to Shepherd’s Bush overground station 

£1.8m
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Schools and education improvements, including 
funding for primary school breakfast clubs to tackle 
food poverty in the borough.  

£2.2m

Early intervention link worker support project to 
support ‘at risk’ children and young people, 
helping with school attendance, wellbeing, parental 
engagement and stronger joint working between 
public and voluntary organisations

£559k

Economic development projects, including a work 
matters scheme to support apprenticeships for local 
residents.

£1.7m

9. COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)

9.1 The Government viewed s.106 as providing only partial and variable 
response to capturing funding contributions for infrastructure. As such, 
provision for CIL is in place in the Planning Act (2008).

9.2 CIL has not replaced s.106 agreements although the introduction of CIL 
resulted in a tightening up of the use of s106 funds.  S.106 agreements, 
in terms of developer contributions, should be focused on addressing 
the specific mitigation required by a new development, whilst CIL 
addresses the broader impacts of development. There should be no 
circumstances where a developer is paying CIL and s.106 for the same 
infrastructure in relation to the same development. It is expected that 
receipts received through s. 106 agreements will decrease over time as 
receipts from CIL increase. 

9.3 CIL is intended to provide infrastructure to support the development of 
an area. When councils introduce the levy, s. 106 requirements should 
be scaled back to matters that are directly related to a specific site, and 
are not set out in a regulation 123 list. Where the regulation 123 list 
includes a generic type of infrastructure (such as ‘education’ or 
‘transport’), s.106 contributions should not be sought on any specific 
projects in that category. Where a regulation 123 list includes project-
specific infrastructure, the charging authority should not seek any 
planning obligations in relation to that infrastructure.

9.4 The Council’s CIL took effect on the 1 September 2015 and charging 
rates vary across the borough, ranging from £400 per sqm for new 
residential development in the south of the borough to nil rate for new 
residential development in parts of the growth areas.  The Council 
currently has £4.3m in borough CIL receipts (excluding Mayoral CIL) 
which is allocated in principle to the West King Street regeneration 
project.  
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9.5 Further details of the Council’s CIL can be found at 
https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/planning/planning-policy/community-
infrastructure-levy-cil 

9.5 Government regulations require that 15% of the Levy collected is 
allocated to local community projects, known as ‘local CIL’. The Council 
currently uses a crowd funding system called Spacehive to allocate this 
local CIL spending which ensures that funds contribute to wider 
projects.  To date Spacehive has received £70k funding from the Local 
CIL Levy and is due to receive a further £100k in phased payments. 
With that investment, Spacehive has raised funds for a number of 
community projects in the borough through crowd funding, including:

 Ravenscourt Park Community Glasshouses, HCGA – fundraising 
target £115,432, potential CIL pledge of £20k

 Rose Garden Rejuvenation, Bishops Park – Friends of Bishops 
Park, fundraising target £4,010, potential CIL pledge of £1-1.5k

 1960s Reminiscence Room, Shepherds Bush, Nubian Glu, 
fundraising target £8,071, potential CIL pledge £3k

 The Invisible Café (for people with MS and other conditions), 
Invisible Café CIC, fundraising target £33,719, potential CIL pledge 
£10k

 Hub for the Homeless, The Upper Room, fundraising target £7,738, 
potential CIL pledge £2.5-3k

9.6 Planning officers are currently reviewing these existing arrangements to 
ensure wider engagement with local residents over priorities for the 
local CIL.   Options will be considered by the s106 Officer and Member 
Boards before being taken forward. 

10 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

10.1 Finance officers work closely with the Obligations Monitoring Officer in 
ensuring the effective and accurate financial stewardship of all s. 106 
agreements funding and expenditure. This includes maintaining and 
reconciling balances, receipts and payments records as well as 
monitoring committed and approved expenditure plans and future funds 
and drawing down funding for eligible expenditure. Finance officers also 
validate funding requests for the s. 106 Officer Board and Cabinet 
Member/ Cabinet approval. 

10.2 Table 1 and Appendix 1, which set out the balances, spend, future 
funds and commitments relating to s.106 agreements, have been 
validated by Finance officers. 

APPENDIX 1 – Section 106: Balances, spend, commitments and future funds 
(April 2012 – March 2019 and projected) 

APPENDIX 2 
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APPENDIX 2

1. BACKGROUND TO PLANNING OBLIGATIONS 

1.1 Planning obligations under s.106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 (as amended), known as s.106 agreements, are a mechanism 
which make a development proposal acceptable in planning terms, that 
would not otherwise be acceptable. They are focused on site specific 
mitigation of the impact of development. 

1.2 S.106 agreements are often referred to as 'developer contributions' 
along with highway contributions and the Community Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL).

1.3 The use of planning obligations is governed by the principle that 
planning permission may not be bought or sold. It is not acceptable for 
development to be permitted because of benefits or inducements 
offered by a developer. 

1.4 Similarly, planning obligations should never be used as a means of 
securing for the local community a share in the profits of development or 
as a means of securing a "betterment levy”.

1.5 Planning obligations are used to secure affordable housing, and to 
specify the type and timing of this housing; and to secure financial 
contributions to provide infrastructure or affordable housing. These are 
not the only uses for a s.106 obligation. A s. 106 obligation can:

 restrict the development or use of the land in any specified way
 require specified operations or activities to be carried out 
 require the land to be used in any specified way
 require a sum or sums to be paid to the authority on a specified date 

or dates or periodically.

1.6 The legal tests governing the use of s.106 agreements are set out in 
regulation 122 and 123 of the CIL Regulations 2010 as amended.  The 
tests are:

Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
to bring a development in line with the objectives of sustainable 
development as articulated through the relevant local, regional or 
national planning policies. Development plan policies are a crucial as 
they set out the matters essential for development to proceed.

Directly related to the development; obligations must so directly 
related to proposed developments that the development ought not to be 
permitted without them.  For example, there should be a functional or 
geographical link between the development and the item being provided 
as part of the developer's contribution. This does not limit the use of the 
obligation to the ward where the development takes place.
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Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development;
what is sought must be reasonably related in scale and kind to the 
proposed development. For example, developers may be expected to 
pay for or contribute to the cost of all, or that part of, additional 
infrastructure provision which would not have been necessary but for 
their development. This investment may provide wider benefit on the 
community but payments should be directly related in scale to the 
impact of the proposed development. Planning obligations should not be 
used to resolve existing deficiencies in infrastructure provision or to 
secure contributions to the achievement of wider planning objectives 
that are not necessary to allow planning permission to be given for a 
particular development.

2. USE OF PLANNING OBLIGATIONS

2.1 Prescribing the nature of the development to achieve planning 
objectives
Planning obligations can be used to secure the implementation of a 
planning policy to make acceptable a development proposal that would 
otherwise be unacceptable in planning terms. For example, where not 
possible through a planning condition, planning obligations can be used 
to secure the inclusion of an element of affordable housing in a 
residential or mixed-use development where there is a residential 
component.

The general presumption is that the affordable housing provided 
through planning obligations should be provided in-kind and on-site. 
However, there are circumstances where provision on another site or a 
financial contribution maybe appropriate.

If a proposed development would give rise to the need for additional or 
expanded community infrastructure, for example, a new school 
classroom, which is necessary in planning terms and not provided for in 
an application, contributions maybe sought towards this through a 
planning obligation.

2.2 Compensating for loss or damage caused by a development
Planning obligations may be used to offset through substitution, 
replacement or regeneration the loss of, or damage to, a feature or 
resource present or nearby. For example, a landscape feature of 
biodiversity value, open space or right of way. A reasonable obligation 
will seek to restore facilities to a quality that existed before the 
development.

3. PAYMENTS

3.1 Payments can be made in the form of a lump sum or an endowment or 
as phased payments, related to defined dates, events and triggers.
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3.2 Where contributions are secured through planning obligations towards 
the provision of facilities which are predominantly for the benefit of the 
users of the associated development, the developer may make 
provision for maintenance and physical upkeep (sometimes in 
perpetuity).

3.3 Generally where an asset is intended for wider public use, the costs of 
subsequent maintenance and other recurrent expenditure associated 
with the developer's contributions should normally be borne by the body 
or authority in which the asset is to be vested. 

3.4 Where contributions to the initial support (“pump priming”) of new 
facilities are necessary, these should reflect the time lag between the 
provision of the new facility and its inclusion in public sector funding 
streams. Pump priming maintenance payments should be time-limited 
and not be required in perpetuity.

3.5 For all maintenance payments, local authorities and developers should 
agree the type of payments to be made, for example regular payments, 
or commuted sums, all with a clear audit trail.

3.6 ‘Pooled Contributions’ intended to provide common types of 
infrastructure for the wider area can be sought. Where the combined 
impact of a number of developments creates the need for infrastructure, 
it may be reasonable for the associated developers' contributions to be 
pooled, to allow the infrastructure to be secured in an equitable way. 

3.7 In some cases, individual developments will have some impact but not 
sufficient to justify the need for a discrete piece of infrastructure. In 
these instances, local planning authorities may wish to consider whether 
it is appropriate to seek contributions to specific future provision. 

3.8 When an item of infrastructure is needed by the cumulative impact of a 
series of developments the later developers may be required to 
contribute the relevant proportion of the costs. This practice can still 
meet the requirements of the policy tests if the need for the 
infrastructure and the proportionate contributions to be sought is set out 
in advance. In the White City Opportunity Area to provide as much 
certainty as possible concerning the infrastructure needed to support 
development the Council prepared a Development Infrastructure 
Funding Study (DIF). The DIF identified the estimated costs of the 
infrastructure and the extent to which developers were expected to 
contribute.

4. ENFORCEMENT

4.1 The obligation becomes a land charge. If the s. 106 is not complied 
with, it is enforceable against the person that entered into the obligation 
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and any subsequent owner. The s.106 can be enforced by injunction. In 
case of a breach of the obligation the authority can take direct action 
and recover expenses. 

5. CHANGING PLANNING OBLIGATIONS

5.1 Planning obligations can be renegotiated at any point where the local 
planning authority and developer wish to do so. Where there is no 
agreement to voluntarily renegotiate, and the planning obligation is over 
5 years, an application may be made to the local planning authority to 
change the obligation where the original obligation “no longer serves a 
useful purpose” or would continue “to serve a useful purpose in a 
modified way”. 
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2 Programme Update 
 
 

Management summary RAG status 
Summary Programme 

Status 
Milestones Budget Risks 

This reporting 
period 

GREEN GREEN GREEN AMBER 

Last reporting 
period 

GREEN GREEN GREEN AMBER 

 
Overall Progress is developing as planned. Programme is on track. Budget showing 
slight potential underspend at this stage of the programme.  
 
There has been significant progress in design development through RIBA Stage 3 
which will complete in August 2019. Additionally, significant progress has been made 
with the decant with the first of 8 phased moves between June and August 
commenced, decanting 250 people from the Town Hall extension on programme in 
the 14th June 2019. 
 
Legal and financial discussions are ongoing in establishment of the JV. 
 

 

Key Programme Milestones  
 
Description Target 

date 
Forecast / 
completed 

Variance RAG Notes 

Secretary of State approval 22/04/19 05/07/19 11 
weeks 

AMBER GLA confirmed decision 
imminent 

Planning: Full Planning and 
Listed Building Consent    

30/04/19 31/07/19 13 
weeks 
 

AMBER Delay in completion of 
planning agreement 

Sign JV and Land Sale 
agreement 

31/05/19 16/10/19 - GREEN On track 

3 Shortlands works 
complete 

02/06/19 21/06/19 - GREEN On track with some risk 
around variances to 
remaining floors 

Clockworks Building works 
complete 

07/06/19 28/06/19 - GREEN On track 

145KS / 43 Beavor works 
complete 

30/06/19 31/07/19 - AMBER Subject to contractors being 
procured 

Completion of moves 09/08/19 09/08/19 - GREEN  On track 

Vacant possession of TH 
site 

30/08/19 30/08/19 - GREEN On track 

Demolition contractor starts 
on site 

03/09/19 03/09/19 - GREEN On track 

Cabinet approval for 
Commercial Block/Aviva 
Deal & TH refurbishment 

04/09/19 04/09/19 - GREEN On track 

Appointment of TH 
contractor (to include 
refurbishment and fit out) 

30/11/19 30/02/19 - GREEN On track 

Main works commence 14/06/20 14/06/20 - GREEN On track 
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Summary of progress this reporting period 

Programme 
status 
summary 

- The overarching programme is green, with risks rated Amber due to the 
continuing risks around the Decant Programme, though these are moving in a 
positive direction. 

- ICT infrastructure in place and tested in Shortlands, ready for 1st Move weekend 
(14th – 17th June).  Additional work is still required in the other decant sites. 

- Finalising procurement of contractors for fit out works to 145 King Street and 43 
Beavor Lane, however engagement is ongoing. 

 

Milestones 
overview 

- Secretary of State indicated decision imminent - approval due early July 2019. 

- Full planning and listed building consent due target date was 30th April however 
forecast completion is now end of July 2019. This does not impact the project 
critical path. 

- Decant fit-out and moves to take place between April and August 2019.  

- Town Hall site demolition works start September 2019. 

- Town Hall site construction works start February 2020. 

Budget 
overview 

- The programme is currently deliverable within the approved programme budgets - 
refer to adjacent budget breakdown. 

 Summary of budget to end of May 2019  
Cost Item Approved 

budget  
Actual 
expenditure  

Forecast 
 

Variance  RAG 

Decant 
programme 
management 

£  2,556,000.00 £     416,522.56 £  2,556,000.00 -£0 GREEN 

Decant 
accommodation 
costs  

£26,242,000.00 £     766,995.35 £25,545,204.40   £  
696,795.60 

GREEN 

Decant fit out £  3,156,000.00 £     521,155.00 £  3,156,000.00 - £0 GREEN 
Decant move 
costs 

£     342,000.00 - £     342,000.00 -£0 GREEN 

Decant 
contingency 

£  1,166,000.00 - - £ 
1,166,000.00 

GREEN 

Specialist decant 
accom. costs 

£  2,511,000.00 £        33,611.00 
 

£  2,511,000.00 -£0 GREEN 

Specialist decant 
enabling works 

£  1,510,000.00              - £  1,510,000.00 -£0 GREEN 

Programme 
management 

£  1,950,000.00 £  1,164,746.91 £  1,950,000.00 - £0 GREEN 

Commercial & 
legal 

£     508,550.00 £     269,663.46 £     508,550.00 -£0 GREEN 

Surveys & site 
investigations 

£     361,477.00 £     147,984.95 £     361,477.00 -£0 GREEN 

Town Hall 
refurbishment 

£38,800,000.00 £              - £38,800,000.00 -£0 GREEN 

Town Hall fit out £  6,800,000.00 £              -  £  6,800,000.00 -£0 GREEN 
Total £85,904,027.00 £ 3,320,679.23 £84,041,231.4 £1,862,795.60 GREEN 
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NB this is Council Budget not a JV budget report 

3 Design and Build Update 
 
Ongoing activities include Design Development between RIBA Stage 2 – 3, 
procurement of Demolition contractors and initial Market testing for main works 
contractors. The D&B programme was restructured in April 2019 to add 
enhancements to the Decant programme, enabling the Council to de risk the decant 
and relocation programme without impacting overall D&B completion milestones, the 
programme has accelerated the completion of the town hall by 4 weeks. 
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4 Joint Venture LLP Update 
 

4.1 LLP AGREEMENT 
 

• Outlines the rights, duties, responsibilities and liability of each member and 
sets out how the partnership will be managed and run. It’s aim is to achieve 
the objectives of the business plan and to establish a fair relationship between 
Hammersmith & Fulham Council and A2Dominion 

• There are a number reserved matters in the agreement – these govern the 
fundamental business of the LLP and cover such matters as electing new 
members, taking out loans, changing the business plan or terminating the 
agreement 

• The agreement allows for the Management committee (to be made up of 2 
nominees from each Member) to take all action on behalf of the LLP for all 
business not reserved to the Members 

 

4.2 LLP management committee responsibilities and authority 
 

• The LLP agreement sets out the responsibilities and authority of the 
management committee, it is made up of two officers from each organisation 

• The management committee is to take all action on behalf of the LLP for the 
business of the LLP unless those matters are reserved to the Members 

• The conduct of the meetings is set out in the LLP agreement and cover such 
matters as: 

• Quorum – at least one committee member from each organisation 
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• Quarterly meetings at alternate Member’s offices or via conference call 
• Alternate organisations to Chair every 6 months 
• Notice for meetings – 5 days unless both Members agree otherwise 
• Resolutions via a simple majority and a written record of decisions kept 
• A2D will provide company secretarial services to the Management 

Committee. 
 

4.3 CONFLICT RESPOLUTION 
 

• The LLP agreement details how any conflict should be dealt with in the 
Deadlock provisions 

• Both parties hope that any conflict can be dealt with by discussion and then 
resolution by the Management Committee, however the LLP agreement sets 
out the process when this cannot be achieved 

• If deadlock occurs then the matter is referred to the Chief Executive of 
Hammersmith & Fulham Council and the Chief Executive of A2Dominion 
Housing Group. 

• If they are unable to agree then the LLP must carry out the current business 
plan objectives 

 
 
 
 

4.4 EXECUTIVE AND LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS 
 

• The LLP agreement allows for an executive team to sit under the 
Management Committee 

• This team will be made up of representatives of Hammersmith & Fulham 
Council and A2Dominion to ensure the day to day running of the project 

• As the project is multi-faceted there is a Project Leadership team with 
representatives of both organisations and the Project Manager 

• They will ensure the two design teams (and contractor(s) when appointed)are 
achieving the necessary milestones for the project to meet its objectives as 
set out in the business plan. 

 

4.5 JV MEETINGS 
• There will be monthly shadow board meetings until the LLP agreement is 

signed 
• The meetings will be in two parts 

 Part 1 – operational  
• Presentation on progress from Project Manager, H&F and A2D officers  
• Presentation from design team/contractors as necessary – eg energy 

strategy 
• Discussion of decisions required 
• Agree and document decisions  

 Part 2 – strategic 
• Executive Board only to discuss strategic issues and refer to 

Management Committee as necessary 
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4.6 GOVERNANCE PROFILE 

 
 

5 Decant Update 
 

The adjacencies plan outlines the teams who will be moving to these floors. 

Following an initial review of this plan at the Senior Leadership Team meeting, a 

logistics plan has been designed to enable the moves.  

Overall the programme will move in excess of 1200 Staff from the Town hall and 

Town hall extension into Shortlands, Clockworks, 43 Beavor Lane and 145KS 

The Decant programme has commenced on programme with the first move to 

Shortlands happening on time relocating in excess of 250 staff form the Town hall 

extension on the 14th June 2019. 

The table below shows the floors, the teams on the floors, and the proposed move 

dates for these teams in chronological order.  

Out of scope of the current decant programme are:  

• 145 King Street 

• Pembroke Road 
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The programme team have been requested to look at moving the Adults Social Care 

team from the 1st Floor of 145 King Street to enable Fostering and Adoption to move 

into the premises. This has been tentatively accounted for in the moves scheduled 

for the 3rd August 2019, marked as TBC. 

Moves for 43 Beavor Lane are subject to the completion of the fit out contract. As 

procurement for the fit out contractor has not yet concluded, appropriate move dates 

will be confirmed following the completion of contractor procurement.  
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5.1 DECANT PHASE PROGRAMME
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6 Delivery control 
 
Construction Control – KPI’s 
 

N
o 

KPI Measure Method Scoring/bench
mark 

Frequency 

1. Resident Satisfaction a) Overall satisfaction of 
the resident where 
works carried out 
(Customer  information 
gathered by contractor) 
 

Resident Survey 

5= >80%  
4= >70%  
3= >60%  
2= >50%  
1= < 50% 

Upon completion 
of the work and 

reported monthly 

2. Community 
Engagement 

a) 1-1 engagement with 
all customers within 
the scheme boundaries  
 

Evidence of 
engagement with 
each resident 
included in scheme. 
 

5= >80%  
4= >70%  
3= >60%  
2= >50%  
1= < 50% 

Monthly report 
b) Complaints from local 

residents dealt with in 
timely fashion  

% of complaints 
investigated and 
responded to within 
5 working days 

5= >80%  
4= >70%  
3= >60%  
2= >50%  
1= < 50% 

3. Health and Safety a) RIDDOR reportable 
accidents/incidents. 

Rates per 100,000 
employees (AFR) 
compared to 
industry average 
 

4= below industry 
average 

3=industry average 
2=above industry 

average 

Quarterly report 

4. Environment and 
Sustainability 

a) Commitment to 
environmental targets 
around waste reduction 
and recycling. 

Percentage of waste 
diverted from 
landfill.  

5= >75% 
4=  >70% 
3= >65% 
2= >60% 
1= < 60% 

Quarterly report 

5. Employment/ 
Training and Job 
Creation 

a) Site based local 1labour 
against total labour 
used per site 

Provision of detailed 
analysis showing % 
site based labour by 
post code area. 

5= >80% 
4=  >70% 
3= >60% 
2= >50% 
1= <50% 

Quarterly report 

6. Quality / Budget /  
Programme 

a) Percentage of 
installations delivered 
without remedial 
action / defects at 
completion/handover 

Record of defects 
included on 
Handover Report s  

5= > 80% 
4= 70% 
3=60% 
2=50% 

1= < 50% 

Quarterly report 
 

  b) Scheme delivered to 
budget as set out in 
cost model (excluding 
any pre-agreed 
additional works)  

Actual spend 
compared with 
agreed budget 

5= < budget 
4= On budget 

3= 5% above budget 
2= 10% above budget 

1= > 10% above 
budget 

At completion of 
scheme 

 

  c) Scheme completed to 
programme as agreed 
at Contract Award 
(unless any delays are 
the result of Client 

Actual completion 
period compared 
with contract 
duration 

5= Completed 10% 
ahead of programme 

4= Completed on 
programme 

3= Completed 5% late 
2= Completed 10% late 

1= Completed more 
than 10% late  

At completion of 
scheme 

 

 
Each KPI will be scored from 1 – 5 where 1 is “Major Cause for Concern” and 5 is “Excellent”. The benchmark for each KPI will be set at 

4, i.e. “Very Good”. Any score on any KPI of 2 or less in any given period will require a “Rectification Action Plan”. Similarly any score of 

three in consecutive reporting periods will require the same. Any item rated at 2 will occur a penalty point.  

                                                 
1 local labour means labour being sourced from  postcode area in which the scheme/project is based]. 
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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

FINANCE, COMMERCIAL REVENUE & CONTRACTS 
POLICY & ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE 

2 JULY 2019

Building Homes and Communities Strategy

Report of the Cabinet Member for the Economy and the Arts - Councillor Andrew Jones  
Open Report with exempt appendix

The appendix is exempt from disclosure on the grounds that it contains information relating to 
the financial or business affairs of a particular person (including the authority holding 
that information) under paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and 
in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information

Classification - For Decision 

Key Decision: Yes 

Consultation
The development of this report has been informed by consultation on specific sites with tenants’ 
representative groups, schools, and internal departments who operate existing assets that are 
being considered.

Wards Affected: All

Accountable Director: Jo Rowlands, Strategic Director for Economy  

Report Author: David Burns, Assistant 
Director (Growth) 

Contact Details:
Tel: 02087531203
E-mail: david.burns@lbhf.gov.uk

1. Background

1.1. At February PAC committee received a presentation on the Council’s approach to using its 
estate more economically.  One aspect of that has progressed further – the new homes and 
community assets strategy, which has been submitted to Cabinet for approval on 1st July 
and which is summarised below.  Further aspects of the approach will be brought forward as 
they are developed.

2. Overview 

2.1. The report seeks agreement in principle to a self-funding programme of investment in homes 
and community assets which aims to:

 Build new, genuinely affordable housing which will help maintain the borough’s vibrant 
social mix;

 Supports the Council’s Business Plan priority of ‘Building Shared Prosperity’;
 Renew key community assets, including schools and leisure centres; and 
 Generates income to reinvest in frontline services
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2.2. The strategy will commit the Council to utilising its land and property assets to meet key 
administration priorities to deliver affordable housing and support the Council’s financial 
challenge. 

2.3. The programme to deliver the strategy, will aim to deliver approximately 1,800 homes over a 
period of up to ten years, and generate long-term income to support the Council’s financial 
challenge. 

2.4. The report explains the rationale and sets out the budget and approvals required for early 
stage delivery where schemes demonstrate sufficient potential for the Council to invest 
resources in establishing financial viability. 

3. Approach to consultation and engagement with residents

3.1. The report emphasises that schemes are at an early, exploratory stage and subject to 
consultation with residents and other stakeholders before progressing. Cabinet are 
specifically asked to note the approach to consultation and engagement including:

(a) the principle that no individual scheme can proceed without substantial resident 
involvement

(b) the interdependency between the strategy and the Defending Council Homes policy 
currently in development  

(c) the establishment of a resident panel to provide oversight of consultation on individual 
schemes as an integral part of the development gateway process. 

4. Outline strategic case

4.1. The appendix to the Cabinet report includes a Strategic Outline Case (following Government 
business case structure). As well as setting out the strategic and management cases it has a 
finance and economic analysis.

4.2. This shows that two options have been modelled to demonstrate the different options 
available to the Council:

 Option 1 - developing and retaining the asset for income
 Option 2 - developing the asset but disposing of it and benefiting from the increase in land 

value.

4.3. The financial and economic case demonstrates that the programme has (a) a positive Net 
Present Value (NPV) and (b) a positive cost to benefit ratio (1.39 for the disposal option and 
1.51 for the retained option 2)

4.4. Further iterations of the financial case will help to refine the overall strategy for the Council at 
scheme level, ensuring financial assumptions are robust and determining the best approach 
on a site by site basis

5. Funding 

5.1. This report requests financial approvals, subject to the above governance and control 
arrangements. Approximately £1.5m is requested to progress HRA schemes to the point 
where a planning application can be submitted, with £230,000 (funded from previously 
agreed s106) to facilitate progress in relation to GF and HRA schemes which are not yet at 
the same stage. It also notes possible future costs associated with those GF and HRA 
schemes, but that these will require further decisions.

NOTE ENDS
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London Borough of Hammersmith & 
Fulham

CABINET

1st July 2019

Building Homes and Communities Strategy

Report of the Cabinet Member for the Economy and the Arts - Councillor 
Andrew Jones  
Open Report with exempt appendix

The appendix is exempt from disclosure on the grounds that it contains information 
relating to the financial or business affairs of a particular person (including 
the authority holding that information) under paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of 
the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the circumstances of the case, the 
public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in 
disclosing the information

Classification - For Decision 

Key Decision: Yes 

Consultation
The development of this report has been informed by consultation on specific sites 
with tenants’ representative groups, schools, and internal departments who 
operate existing assets that are being considered.

Wards Affected: All

Accountable Director: Jo Rowlands, Strategic Director for Economy  

Report Author: David Burns, Assistant 
Director (Growth) 

Contact Details:
Tel: 02087531203
E-mail: david.burns@lbhf.gov.uk

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. This report seeks agreement in principle to a self-funding programme of 
investment in homes and community assets. The strategy will commit the 
Council to utilising its land and property assets to meet key administration 
priorities to deliver affordable housing and support the Council’s financial 
challenge. The programme to deliver the strategy, will aim to deliver 
approximately 1,800 homes over a period of up to ten years, and generate 
long-term income to support the Council’s financial challenge. This 
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complements the Council strategic role as a planning authority in facilitating 
new housing in line with targets in the London Plan.

1.2. The report explains the rationale and sets out the budget and approvals 
required for early stage delivery where schemes demonstrate sufficient 
potential for the Council to invest resources in establishing financial viability. 

1.3. The report sets out the potential for the Council to borrow to facilitate the 
required investment to deliver the programme, and the impact on its overall 
financial position, demonstrating that this is feasible and delivers clear 
economic and financial benefits. Each individual scheme would need to meet 
a set of benchmarks for financial viability and return on investment and 
require robust decision-making before the commitment of funds.

1.4. The report also asks for decisions to facilitate progress on the Education City 
to enable the Council to enter into relevant legal agreements. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.That Cabinet approves the outline strategic case for the Building Homes and 
Communities Strategy set out in Appendix A which aims to:

 Build new, genuinely affordable housing which will help maintain the 
borough’s vibrant social mix;

 Supports the Council’s Business Plan priority of ‘Building Shared Prosperity’;
 Renew key community assets, including schools and leisure centres; and 
 Generates income to reinvest in frontline services

2.2.That Cabinet notes the approach to consultation and engagement including:

(a) the principle that no individual scheme can proceed without substantial 
resident involvement

(b) the interdependency between the strategy and the Defending Council Homes 
policy currently in development  

(c) the establishment of a resident panel to provide oversight of consultation on 
individual schemes as an integral part of the development gateway process. 

2.3.That Cabinet approves the outline programme with further work being 
undertaken to assess feasibility of individual schemes and procure design work 
where schemes pass the relevant development gateway.

2.4.That Cabinet approves budget of up to £230,000 for feasibility studies and 
project management costs for General Fund schemes identified at appendix C, 
funded from previously approved developer contributions.

2.5.That Cabinet approves budget of up to £1,484,119 in relation to HRA schemes 
set out at appendix B for initial business case, design and survey costs to enable 
the Council to develop these schemes to outline design (RIBA stage 1) funded 
from right to buy receipts, grants, developer contributions, borrowing or reserves.
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2.6.That Cabinet approves that a core programme team capital budget of up to 
£2,134,800 over the current capital programme to 2022/23 to be recovered from 
capital project costs, where these can be capitalised.

2.7.That Cabinet notes a future financial requirement of up to £6,990,150 to allow 
the Council to develop HRA schemes set out at appendix B to allow the Council 
to develop those schemes identified as feasible to planning (RIBA stage 3). This 
will require further approvals in line with the Council’s Constitution and Financial 
Regulations. 

2.8.That Cabinet notes a future financial requirement of up £2,165,958 for initial 
business case, design and survey costs to enable the Council to develop 
General Fund schemes set out at appendix B to outline design (RIBA stage 1). 
This will require further approvals by Cabinet.

2.9.  That Cabinet notes a future financial requirement of up to £12,336,980 to allow 
the Council to develop General Fund schemes set out at appendix B to planning 
(RIBA stage 3) if they are considered viable. This will require further approvals in 
line with the Council’s Constitution and Financial Regulations. 

2.10. That Cabinet delegates the decision to commit expenditure to progress 
schemes within the outline programme from RIBA stage 0 (strategic definition) to 
RIBA stage 3 (developed design) to the Strategic Director for the Economy, in 
consultation with the Strategic Director, Finance and Governance in line with the 
above budget approvals. 

2.11. That Cabinet delegates identification of funding of the above budget approvals 
to achieve RIBA stage 0 to 3 to the Strategic Director, Finance and Governance 
in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Finance and Commercial Services.

2.12. That Cabinet approves the Procurement Strategy and Business Case for the 
appointment of multi-disciplinary design teams to develop initial business cases, 
design and survey costs for schemes identified in the outline programme, as set 
out in exempt appendix C, and delegate the decision as to which of the 
recommended frameworks to use for each design team procurement to the 
Assistant Director for Growth. 

2.13. That Cabinet delegates authority to the Strategic Director for Economy to 
agree revisions to the approved Procurement Strategy and Business Case 
where there are good operational or procurement reasons for doing so.

2.14. That Cabinet agrees to delegate the award of the contracts for design 
services to the Strategic Director for the Economy in consultation with the 
Cabinet Member for the Economy and the Arts provided that these have been 
procured in accordance with the approved Procurement Strategy and Business 
Case referred to in paragraph 2.11. 
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2.15. To Cabinet agrees to appoint Bevan Brittan as legal advisors to the Council 
with regards to the 50 Commonwealth Avenue through a direct award from the 
London Borough’s Legal Alliance (LBLA) panel framework.

2.16. That the Council enters into the Master Development Agreement, a Deed of 
Cooperation and any other legal agreements with ARK and any subsidiary 
Company and any of its funders, which are required to facilitate the delivery of 
Education City.

2.17. To delegate authority to the Strategic Director for Growth and Place, in 
consultation with the Cabinet Member for the Economy and the Arts and the
Assistant Director of Legal and Democratic Services, to finalise and complete 
negotiations with ARK and any subsidiary company and any of its funders in 
order to give effect to the decision in 2.16 above.

2.18.   Cabinet are asked to approve a waiver of the usual tendering requirements of 
Contract Standing Order 10 in relation to the proposed development 
agreement with ARK (and its subsidiaries) for the Education City 
development, on the grounds that this is covered by a legislative exemption, 
as described in the legal implications of the Cabinet report of 29th April 2019 
(exempt).   

3. REASONS FOR DECISION

3.1.The decisions establish the strategic rationale for a programme of self-funding 
investment in homes and community assets. They provide a policy framework for 
the Council to progress a long-term development programme with the strategic 
aim of supporting new affordable housing and generating long-term income 
streams to support the Council’s financial challenge. These constitute a 
significant, long-term strategic choice for the Council and therefore requires 
Cabinet approval.

3.2.These decisions will enable the Council to tender the appointment of a multi-
disciplinary design teams of professional consultants to move forward detailed 
design for schemes identified within the programme. This will allow the Council 
to progress towards planning applications for individual schemes and determine 
final business cases. Accordingly, approval of a Procurement Strategy and 
Business Case for these design teams and for project management support is 
also requested.

3.3.The Ed City development in White City will create a new mixed-use education 
hub as well as new homes and community facilities. Cabinet has previously 
granted approval to enter into a Master Development Agreement and Full 
Council has approved the overall budget requirement. Approval is now needed 
to allow the Council to enter into legal agreements with its partners to facilitate 
delivery of the scheme and a waiver of the usual tendering requirements of 
Contract Standing Order 10 in relation to the proposed development agreement 
with Ark (and its subsidiaries) to enter into a direct award. The scheme is not 
part of the core outline programme but is focused on delivering the Council’s 
strategic ambitions in regard to housing and community facilities. 
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4. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES 

Strategic Drivers for the Homes and Community Assets Strategy 

4.1.The Council’s 2018-2022 Business Plan sets out a priority to build approximately 
1,500 genuinely affordable homes as part of its strategic priority to build shared 
prosperity. At the same time, as the result of significant reductions in grant 
funding from central government and growing demand for services, the Council 
faces a substantial budget gap over the coming years, estimated to be £48.6m 
by 2022/23. 

4.2. In response to this challenge, the Council is developing a ten-year financial 
strategy, which emphasises financial resilience and autonomy in the context of a 
prolonged decline in financial support from Government grant. The ability to 
‘grow the pie’ will be an important component of the Council’s long-term 
planning, and the most effective use of assets – to generate income and to 
reduce costs – is a key mechanism for this. 

4.3.This context provides a strategic driver for the Council to review its strategic 
capital and asset management strategies and the way in which they can support 
the Council’s revenue budget and the administration’s future priorities.

4.4.  A number of other local authorities across London and elsewhere have 
developed models of land disposal and community investment which use those 
authorities’ substantial property holdings and rising land values to create 
programmes of investment which support their revenue budgets. These range 
from investment in schools and community facilities, a focus on affordable 
housing, and homelessness prevention through investment in temporary 
accommodation. The clearest commonality is investment in Council assets to 
produce revenue benefits either through generating new income or avoiding 
costs.

Strategic Review of HRA and General Fund land 

4.5. In response to these drivers of change, officers have commenced a high-level 
review of opportunities in the Council’s Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and 
General Fund land and property holdings to understand the size of the Council’s 
opportunity. This work has focused on non-residential assets, only considering 
the potential to renew the Council’s dwelling assets where there has been 
existing engagement with the community and there is a clear appetite from 
residents who will be impacted.

 
4.6.The working hypothesis has been that there is an opportunity to use the 

Council’s asset base to:

 Make a substantial contribution to the number of affordable homes in the 
borough;

 Support outcomes by ensuring the authority’s property estate is fit for future 
service needs;
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 Generate income to contribute to the Council’s budget gap (both directly and 
through additions to the council tax and business rate base); and 

 Support cost avoidance and help to manage demand for high cost services 
through increasing the supply of specialist accommodation 

4.7.The review is at its mid-point, producing a high-level understanding of potential 
development opportunities, with some priority lines of enquiry progressed to 
initial studies to understand the housing capacity and income potential. Of the 
latter, those demonstrating high potential and impact have been progressed to 
initial feasibility stage to determine if they are economically viable and if it is 
prudent for the Council to commit funds to progress a development brief, 
recognising the inherent risk of these costs being abortive. 

4.8.Work has also commenced to understand the best approaches to delivering a 
programme, what additional capacity and capability the Council would need, and 
what the implications might be for the Council from a financial perspective. The 
review has identified substantial opportunities, an initial delivery strategy, and a 
positive financial and economic case for such a programme. The Council now 
needs to decide whether to proceed with this strategy and to commit budget and 
provide approvals to enable early stage delivery. 

Strategic Case for the Homes and Community Assets Strategy 

4.9.Appendix A sets out in detail the outline strategic case for the Homes and 
Community Asset Strategy. This includes five sections which cover the strategic, 
financial, economic, commercial and management case. The most important 
element of this are the strategic and financial case. The strategic case sets out 
why the Council is pursuing this course of action and how it relates to its overall 
vision as set out in the 2018-2022 Business Plan. The financial case sets out 
how the Council can resource this and the impact on its capital and revenue 
resources. 

4.10. The strategic case is that the approach supports the Council to deliver against 
two main priorities: to build affordable homes and to meet future financial 
challenges. By leveraging its own property and land assets and developing these 
with view to retaining the income from market and sub-market rent, the Council 
can bring forward additional housing and generate long-term funding to support 
front line services. 

4.11. Initial analysis suggests that the Council could generate approximately 1,800 
homes. There is also substantial income potential depending on whether the 
Council choses to retain the developed asset to benefit from the income it 
generates. There are few other activities that the Council could pursue which 
would which would provide such a substantial return on its effort. It is also likely 
that there are schemes which the Council could progress either directly, or with a 
high degree of involvement with a strategic partner, that could not be realised 
through a private sector model meaning that this would produce additional 
housing beyond that which we might expect to come forward if the Council did 
not commit to this course of action.
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4.12. The financial and economic case demonstrates that the programme has a 
positive Net Present Value (NPV) and a positive cost to benefit ratio. At 
programme level, two options have been modelled to demonstrate the different 
options available to the Council – developing and retaining the asset for income, 
and developing the asset but disposing of it and benefiting from the increase in 
land value. Further iterations of the financial case will help to refine the overall 
strategy for the Council at scheme level, ensuring financial assumptions are 
robust and determining the best approach on a site by site basis.

4.13. All elements of the outline strategic case will be developed further over time, 
with a further report to Cabinet in January 2020 showing the final outputs of the 
review, and further work to demonstrate viability of prioritised schemes and 
requesting approvals and budgets where these are required.

Enabling delivery  

4.14. While initial capacity studies for sites that demonstrate viability do not 
represent a business case, they do give the Council confidence that there is a 
sufficiently strong strategic case to commit to the strategy. Those sites reviewed 
so far that demonstrate initial economic and financial viability are in a position to 
be assessed, and if they can demonstrate a sufficiently strong financial case by 
meeting agreed development benchmarks, can be progressed to RIBA stage 3 
(planning). This means that that the Council can commit resources to produce a 
development brief which can enable a planning application for the site and for 
decisions to be taken about the delivery of the relevant scheme.

4.15. By approving the outline programme and procurement strategy, the Council 
can allocate budget flexibly, enabling the programme team to progress schemes 
to the point at which a design team can be procured, developing a brief and 
viability information sufficient to submit a planning application. Further Cabinet 
decisions would be required at this stage, requiring a full business case to be 
approved for the costs of development and procurement of a delivery partner. 
This provides an appropriate balance between pace and flexibility on the one 
hand, and rigorous decision-making on the other. 

4.16. The Council’s Development Board, chaired by the Strategic Director for 
Economy and attended by the Strategic Director, Finance and Governance, 
would approve all schemes from initial feasibility progressing to gateway 1 
(approval to procure a design team) and to gateway 2 and 3 (submission of a 
planning application). The decision to identify and approve expenditure would be 
taken by the Strategic Director, Finance and Governance in consultation with the 
Cabinet Member for Finance and Commercial Services. Any decisions on 
committing further investment and entering into a final contract would be taken 
by Cabinet on submission of a full business case.

4.17. The costs of achieving RIBA stage 0-3 have been modelled on the unit costs 
estimated for achieving this at Flora Gardens Primary, a scheme approved by 
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Cabinet in March 2018. This scheme is the most advanced within the 
programme and provides a comprehensive and up to date benchmark on which 
to estimate costs. 

4.18. All schemes included within the programme will require extensive resident 
engagement at each stage of the development process. The Council has 
developed an inclusive design approach in relation to early stage delivery on the 
Flora Gardens and Avonmore Primary schools, commissioning a Client Design 
Advisor (CDA) to work with the school community and other stakeholders to 
develop a design brief. The importance of defining residents’ requirements from 
any development proposal is a key principle of the strategy, particularly if there is 
a direct impact on residents through the re-provision of an existing asset in use.

4.19. The Council is committed to re-provision of any community asset that is 
developed, and to providing a mechanism for ensuring that no scheme 
progresses between initial feasibility to RIBA stage 1 (design brief) without 
substantive engagement with residents who are impacted. An oversight panel, 
comprising residents and experts in community engagement and development, 
will be commissioned to provide recommendations to the Development Board at 
each stage of the gateway process, to ensure an appropriate threshold for 
resident involvement has been met. This will be afforded the same weight in 
decisions about progress between development gateways as measures of 
financial and economic viability.

4.20. This approach will be developed in close alignment with the development of 
the Defending Council Homes policy, which sets out written commitments to 
provide residents with protections in the event that development activity impacts 
on Council homes.

4.21. Early assessment of the outline programme suggests two schemes which will 
be a priority for action based on their potential benefit and an initial assessment 
of their viability. These are set out below and will be the immediate focus of the 
programme team. Each priority project will be taken forward by a cross-council 
task and finish group including teams who are responsible for operating existing 
assets under consideration or who have a substantive interest the proposed 
scheme.

4.22. While outside of the core Building Homes and Community Assets programme, 
the section below also sets out the reasons for decisions required in relation to 
the Education City scheme at White City. 

Bagley’s Lane

4.23. Bagley’s Lane is located in the Sands End ward in Fulham and sits next to a 
number of new build sites such as Chelsea Creek and Imperial Wharf which 
include residential, retail and office space.

4.24. The potential comprehensive development site comprises three parcels of 
land; H&F Depot (council owned), the Mortuary (council owned) and Laura 
Ashley (privately owned). 
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4.25.  Bagley’s Lane depot is managed by the Council and needs major 
refurbishment in the medium term to remain operational. An opportunity for 
comprehensive development of both parties’ land interests allows greater scope 
for affordable housing in this part of the Borough than through piecemeal 
development on each site. A comprehensive development allows H&F to help 
shape this part of the borough.

50 Commonwealth Avenue 

4.26. This site is located in White City and is adjacent to St. Michael’s Church. The 
Council has been approached by the Dioceses of London with a proposal to 
work together to progress the site. By working together the Council and the 
Church will be able to maximise the amount of housing that can be built, and 
also provide new community facilities. 

 
4.27. 50 Commonwealth Avenue is owned by the Council and has been used by 

community groups in the past. It is no longer fit for purpose. A comprehensive 
development will allow the Council to create more affordable housing and to 
meet community needs.

4.28. The report seeks approval to appoint Bevan Brittan as the Council’s legal 
advisors in relation to this scheme. This will enable legal due diligence to be 
carried out and to progress the scheme for the benefit of residents. 

Education City 

4.29. The Ed City development in White City, will create a new mixed used 
education hub on the site of the ARK Swift Primary School at Australia Road, 
W12 and will include, a high-quality primary school, new and expanded nursery 
for 75 children, new adult education facilities, new youth facilities, an office for 
educational charities and 132 new homes, 50% of which will be affordable 
housing. The Education City Development delivers on several key Council 
strategies and priorities.

4.30. On 29 April 2019, Cabinet granted approval for the Council to enter into a 
Master Development Agreement, a Deed of Cooperation and any other legal 
agreements with ARK and any subsidiary company, which are required to 
facilitate the delivery of the Education City project.

4.31. On 15 May 2019, Full Council granted approval to the overall budget 
requirement of £64,831,000 to deliver the development and approved 
recommendations to enable the development to proceed to create a new mixed 
used education hub, meeting the Council’s education, housing and planning 
objectives.

4.32. An updated decision is now required to enable the Council to appoint or enter 
into a direct award or an agreement with ARK’s Funding Structure for the project. 
Cabinet are asked to approve the updated decisions in relation to the Education 
City project previously considered at Cabinet on 29 April  2019.
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5. OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 

The development sites identified in this report will all require separate Cabinet 
approvals before being progressed to planning stage. Each will require a separate 
options appraisal when considered. The options below therefore consider the 
Council's different options in relation to the establishment of the Homes and 
Community Asset strategy as a major Council initiative, and the proposed strategic 
delivery model for programme, namely a self-financing programme with the Council 
taking a significant role in direct development in order to retain revenues and 
maximise community benefit.

Option 1 – continue with the Council’s current development model

5.1. The Council current development model is to identify surplus land and partner 
with registered social landlords (RSL). In general, the Council grants a long-
term lease to the RSL in exchange for nomination rights to the affordable 
housing units that are built, with the RSL taking the financial risk of 
development but benefiting from a long-term rental stream. This enables 
some affordable housing to be built using Council-owned land but means that 
all the profit accrues to another party, and the Council has more limited control 
over schemes. 

5.2. The scale of the revenue opportunity demonstrated in the initial stages of the 
review has the potential to make a substantial contribution to the Council’s 
revenue position if the Council delivers this activity directly. It is also the case 
that some schemes are likely only to be possible with more Council control 
due to the complexity of land assembly and the number of stakeholders 
involved. 

5.3. The Council’s current approach does not bring together schemes into a 
portfolio allowing the cross-subsidy of some sites which are financially 
unviable but would provide major community benefit. Organising opportunities 
into a single programme, with direct control by the Council and benefiting from 
authority’s ability to borrow against future income, would unlock the 
development of community assets which are unlikely to be delivered by 
private developers or by housing association partners. For these reasons this 
approach is not preferred.

Option 2 - establish the Building Homes and Communities Strategy and adopt 
a mixed delivery approach based on site specific strategies 

5.4. Directly delivering housing from Council-owned land enables the Council to 
deliver a substantial number of private and affordable homes which would not 
otherwise be delivered by the market. It would also allow the Council to 
benefit directly from the revenue generated from market and social rent 
housing as well as accruing a long-term asset. Taking a programme 
approach, with rigorous governance and financial oversight, enables the 
Council to gain maximum benefit from development in the borough while 
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ensuring each scheme is financially viable and that the implications of 
borrowing are integrated into the Council’s revenue and capital strategies. 

5.5. The implications of this approach are that the Council needs to increase its 
capacity and capability to manage a programme of this nature, that it needs to 
be satisfied that the programme is self-funding and has an acceptable 
payback period, and to accept some development risk. There will be some 
instances where the scale of a scheme and the benefits from it do not justify 
the Council delivering directly, and in these cases it might be preferable to 
partner with an RSL. Adopting site specific delivery strategies can mitigate 
against the potential for a one-size-fits-all approach.

5.6. This option is preferred because on balance it provides the best strategy for 
meeting the Council’s primary objectives of delivering affordable homes and of 
generating new income generating assets to contribute to the Council’s long-
term financial challenge.

6. CONSULTATION  

6.1. The strategy has been developed in line with the emerging policy and 
guidance around Defending Council Homes, and main governance boards for 
the strategy will ensure that the strategy’s approach and processes are fully 
aligned as this develops further.

6.2. All schemes will be subject to extensive engagement and have resident 
involvement built into the process for developing design briefs as schemes 
progress from initial feasibility to the development of more detailed designs. 
Schemes will not be progress to gateway 1 without demonstrable evidence of 
engagement with residents and other stakeholders who are directly impacted. 
This will be subject to independent challenge through the proposed resident 
oversight panel and will need to adhere fully to the Defending Council Homes 
policy. The Council sets a high bar for resident involvement, reflecting the 
strategic commitment in its Business Plan to ‘do things with residents, not to 
them.’ 

6.3. The review has not explored the redevelopment of residential assets or the 
whole scale regeneration of housing estates. Where there is demand and 
communities proactively approach the Council, this type of development will 
be considered, but would always require extensive engagement with affected 
residents. This will include the requirement for a successful ballot of residents 
before committing funding to the development of a planning brief and design.

7. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

7.1.The approval of the ‘Building Homes and Communities’ proposals, as set out in 
the Recommendations, does not directly negatively impact on groups with 
protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010. There may be positive 
impacts, and the Council will be required to produce a full Equality Impact 
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Assessment [EIA] at the point at which individual schemes progress to planning 
applications and at the point at which the Council enters into contracts. 

7.2. Implications completed by Fawad Bhatti, Social Inclusion Policy Manager, tel. 
07500 103617.

8. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1. This report is seeking approval for a new Strategy of investment in homes and 
community assets. It follows two earlier reports where approval was given to 
move forward with individual schemes for Flora Gardens and Avonmore 
Schools and the White City Estate, however this report is drawing different 
elements into an overall Strategy. If the Strategy is to form part of the 
Council’s policy framework, then pursuant to Article 4 of Part 2 of the 
Constitution, the document at Appendix A will require approval of full Council 
(including any updates to it).

8.2. The Strategy will also see provision of housing and re-provision of community 
assets, and also aims to provide the Council with a revenue stream or capital 
receipt from each scheme. The report describes steps to be taken to establish 
initial feasibility and seeks approval for this work to be taken further as part of 
the Strategy.

8.3. The service department are recommended to commission Legal Services as 
soon as possible to investigate title to the land at the various sites, to check 
ownership, the existence of any restrictive covenants and the purpose for 
which the land is held.

8.4. In some cases, there will be statutory consultation requirements under both 
the Education Acts and section 105 of the Housing Act 1985, in addition to 
planning application consultation. 

8.5. The report also seeks approval for the Procurement Strategy at Appendix B 
for procurement of a number of design teams. It is a requirement of Contract 
Standing Order 8.12 that Cabinet approves the Procurement Strategy and 
Business Case for all procurements exceeding £100,000 in value. 
Procurements may be on a “per site” basis, or it may be appropriate to cluster 
some sites together into one requirement.

8.6. The proposed procurement of the design team exceeds the EU threshold for 
services so will need to be procured in accordance with the EU rules. Here it 
is proposed to use one of three frameworks – as the decision as to which will 
be more appropriate for each procurement has not yet been taken, it is 
proposed to delegate the choice of this to the Assistant Director. If revisions 
beyond this are required to the Procurement strategy, then it is proposed to 
delegate this to the Strategic Director. It should also be noted that the 
procurements are to be run on the basis for a full RIBA process up to stage 7, 
with review/ break clauses at RIBA stage 1 and 3 to allow for schemes not 
proceeding beyond those stages.  There is at present no budgetary approval 
beyond RIBA stage 3 for any schemes, whether in the GF on the HRA. 
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8.7. Legal Services will also need to review the frameworks to ascertain if there 
are any issues around their use, for example to ensure that they were 
established in compliance with the EU rules and that the proposed use is not 
outside the scope of services for which the framework was established. 

8.8. Assuming that the proposed call-off from the selected framework and award 
of contract happens before any Brexit date, then the call-off will be unaffected. 
If however this does not happen before Brexit, and there is no withdrawal 
agreement setting up a transition period, then the Cabinet Office has indicated 
that there will be UK regulations to explain how to deal with procurements that 
have started before Brexit but not completed. However, where use is made of 
an existing framework, the impact is expected to be minimal.

Implications completed by Deborah Down, Senior Associate with Sharpe 
Pritchard solicitors on secondment to the Council 
Ddown@sharpepritchard.co.uk

9. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1. The report sets out an outline programme of 19 sites for which further work is 
required to assess feasibility of individual schemes. At this stage, the 
schemes are not sufficiently developed and sufficient information is not 
available to establish budgets or funding (and therefore report the full financial 
implications) for each scheme. 

9.2. A gateway process is proposed to scrutinise and make decisions to commit 
expenditure required to progress schemes and these decisions are delegated 
to the Strategic Director of the Economy in consultation with the Strategic 
Director, Finance and Governance as members of the proposed Development 
Board. Through this gateway and governance process the high-level budgets 
sought in this report are expected to be controlled through additional review 
and approval processes which will balance the need to work at pace with 
minimising potentially abortive costs and ensuring that the proposed schemes 
are affordable. Individual schemes will be subject to further Cabinet, or Full 
Council, decisions in line with the Council’s Constitution and Financial 
Regulations once a detailed brief and viability information is sufficient to 
submit a planning application. At that stage a full business case will set out 
the costs of development.

9.3. This report requests financial approvals, subject to the above governance and 
control arrangements, as follows:

Item Amount Funding Source
One-off items
In principle budget to 
allow the Council to 
develop HRA 
schemes to planning 
(RIBA stage 1)

£1,484,119 Identification of funding 
delegated to the Strategic 
Director, Finance and 
Governance, in 
consultation with the 
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Cabinet Member for 
Finance and Commercial 
Services.

Budget to enable 
further viability 
assessment and 
project management 
of priority GF 
schemes develop a 
strategic brief (RIBA 
0)

£230,000 Previously approved S106 
funds. 

Total one-off costs £1,714,119

Programme team 
annual costs (to be 

capitalised where 
possible) £582,200 

per annum (and 
prorata) to 2022/23

£2,134,000 Capital budgets and 
allocated to the respective 
schemes with funding 
delegated to the Strategic 
Director, Finance and 
Governance, in 
consultation with the 
Cabinet Member for 
Finance and Commercial 
Services.

Programme team 
costs

£2,134,800

Anticipated future 
budget requirement 
to allow the Council 

to develop GF 
schemes to planning 

(RIBA stage 1)

£2,165,938 n/a

Anticipated future 
budget requirement 
to allow the Council 

to develop GF 
schemes to planning 

(RIBA stage 3)

£12,336,980 n/a

Anticipated future 
budget requirement 
to allow the Council 

to develop HRA 
schemes to planning 

(RIBA stage 3)

£6,990,150 n/a

Future anticipated 
one-off costs 

subject to further 
decision

£21,493,088
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9.4. It is anticipated that the one-off costs will be predominantly capital in nature 
however costs will need to be assessed on a case-by-case basis as and when 
schemes are worked up in detail via the Development Board. 

9.5. For the project team costs (estimated to be £582,200 per annum), where 
there is an expectation that these costs are capitalised, capitalisation tests will 
need to be met and the project team members will need to maintain timesheet 
records to enable cost to be correctly apportioned to each scheme. Total 
costs over the life of the current capital programme to 2022/23 are estimated 
to be up to £2,134,800 including part year costs in 2019/20. 

9.6. The Finance Business Case in appendix A centres on two options. First, build 
and sell-on and second, build and retain.  The business case notes a number 
of items for consideration and the model will need to be refined as and when 
detailed schemes are worked up via the Development Board, in particular 
taking account of the following:

 the effect on / benefit to both revenue and capital budgets and funding
 the split of General Fund and HRA land interests which may drive 

different accounting and funding requirements and will govern the 
distribution of costs and benefits and the requirement for any 
appropriation of land interests between the two

 the potential impact on the Council’s VAT partial exemption position
 the potential impact of corporation tax when delivered via a company.  

9.7. Further work is required on the assumptions within the financial models and 
appraisal criteria (hurdles) which will be used to assess schemes’ viability and 
these will be considered by the Development Board.

Financial risks

9.8. The budgets requested in this report are initial project costs that cover the 
development of schemes to planning. Due to the nature of the work being 
completed there is a risk that expected capital costs incurred on aborted 
schemes will need to be written off to revenue.

9.9. Whilst initial work has indicated that schemes are feasible and that there is 
merit in completing further work to progress the schemes, the Financial Case 
in appendix A shows that the viability is sensitive to a number of assumptions. 
There are risks therefore that on detailed work the schemes are not 
considered viable and the costs of work completed will need to be written off 
to revenue. 

9.10. The report requests budget approval for a programme team, expected to be 
capitalised and funded from HRA capital resources. There is a risk that not all 
the teams’ costs can be capitalised and these will be an unbudgeted revenue 
costs to the HRA or General Fund. In addition, there are risks to ongoing 
revenue budgets on completion, of the programme or in the event that the 
shape and scope of the programme changes if the Council, in the form of 
potential redundancy costs for programme team members. 
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HRA context

9.11. Alongside the proposed programme set out in this report, Cabinet is 
considering the capital expenditure budgets required as part of its Housing 
Compliance and Asset Management Strategy which also requires significant 
additional investment in the Council’s existing stock in the short and medium 
term. That separate report recommends an additional capital programme 
investment of £11 million in addition to the current approved HRA capital 
budget. 

9.12. As a result of this Building Homes and Communities Strategy and the Housing 
Compliance and Asset Management Strategy, a significant increase in capital 
investment in the HRA is envisaged over the next four years and the current 
business plan will need to be revisited to ensure all the investment demands 
are captured and are affordable. Whilst the Council has an opportunity to 
borrow to fund the capital investment and expects to generate income and/ or 
capital receipts through this strategy, additional external borrowing costs and 
depreciation costs will be incurred. Any future decision on taking forward 
these schemes and the resulting capital investment by the HRA will need to 
be made in the context of potentially competing demands for capital 
investment and the affordability of the revenue implications of these within 
available resources. This may need to influence the options through which 
new schemes can be delivered. Until the business plan can be updated with 
all the expected schemes it is not clear that the cumulative impact of all these 
commitments are affordable and therefore the gateway process and 
Development Board will have an important role in prioritisation. 

General Fund context

9.13. The forecast General Fund reserves position shows limited capacity to enable 
it to set aside reserves to mitigate the risk of the need to write off any General 
Fund abortive costs and reserves forecasts and therefore the funding of the 
initial feasibility work will be funded by previously approved s106 
contributions. In this context, future modelling will need to clearly identify 
General Fund costs and the gateway process will need to operate to avoid the 
risk of the need to write off abortive costs.

Other

9.14. The Council’s capital programme is a key driver of cash requirements and the 
Treasury Management Strategy which will determine the Council’s overall 
need to borrow internally or externally and its borrowing strategy. Furthermore 
any options to on-lend to any companies, if these are part of the delivery 
structure, will also need to be incorporated in to the Treasury Management 
Strategy, with additional considerations required in respect of state-aid and 
corporation tax implications. 

9.15. The capital programme is also a significant determinant of risks in relation to 
the Council’s partial exemption position and this will need to be carefully 
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managed to avoid additional costs to the Council particularly in relation to any 
surrender of or new lease arrangements that may be required. 

9.16. Tax implications including SDLT and the effect on the Council’s partial 
exemption position will also need to be considered in deciding the most 
appropriate delivery mechanisms for each scheme. 

9.17. Implications prepared by Emily Hill, Assistant Director, Corporate Finance, 
telephone 020 8753 3145. 

10. IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS

10.1. The implications for local businesses are potentially positive as there is scope 
to create opportunities for local businesses to bid for local work and maximise 
local economic and social value. The Council will be able to use the supply 
chain through construction of schemes to prioritise employment and training 
opportunities for local residents.

Implications completed by Albena Karameros, Economic Development, tel. 020 
8753 8583

11. COMMERCIAL IMPLICATIONS

11.1. The procurement strategy is in line with the Council’s Contracts Standing
Orders that require calling off from an established framework agreement or 
seeking competitive tenders for contracts with a value over £25,000.

11.2. The strategy is also in line with Public Contracts Regulations 2015 as the 
proposed framework agreements have been procured in line with the
Regulations

11.3. Social Value has been considered as part of the strategy development and
will represent 10% of the Quality awarding criteria.

Implications completed by Andra Ulianov, Head of Contracts and 
Procurement, 07776672876

12. IT IMPLICATIONS 

12.1. There are no apparent IT implications resulting from the proposal in this report

12.2. Implications verified/completed by: Karen Barry, Strategic Relationship
Manager, tel. 0208 753 3481

13. RISK MANAGEMENT
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13.1. Significant opportunities may arise from the proposals however there will need 
to be a robust governance and clear risk management framework in place so 
as to ensure the greatest chance for success. The establishment of 
governance boards as outlined in the report will help to promote or demote 
areas of risk as soon as they become known. The disciplines of Portfolio and 
Programme Management must be applied with experienced Officers in place 
to support the schemes as identified. The principles of Ruthlessly Financially 
Efficient will also apply to make sure decisions made are commercially sound, 
are within an affordable budget, and where monies are utilised that they are 
done in accordance with the Council’s priorities. 

Risk Comments verified by Michael Sloniowski, Risk Manager, tel 020 8753 
2587

14. BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT

None 

LIST OF APPENDICES:

Appendix A – Outline Strategic Business Case for the Building Homes and 
Communities Strategy 
Appendix B–Schemes approved for early design stage and resident 
consultation 
Appendix C (exempt) – Procurement strategy for the Building Homes and 
Communities Strategy
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Appendix A - Outline Strategic Business Case for the Building Homes and 
Communities Assets Strategy

Introduction 

This document is an outline business case for the Building Homes and Communities 
strategy. It follows HM Treasury Five Case Model for the development of businesses 
cases. This approach is widely used across central government departments and the 
wider public sector. The purpose of a business case is to provide a management tool 
which supports decision making in a transparent way. The strategy is at an early 
stage, with initial scoping and discovery work defining an approach and delivery 
programme at a high-level. This document therefore represents the ‘strategic outline 
case’ (SOC). The purpose of the SOC is to confirm the strategic context of the 
proposal; to make a robust case for change; and to provide stakeholders and 
residents with an early indication of the way forward. It supports early stage decision 
making with the best information currently available and provides a structure and 
discipline for development of more detailed information. 

These chapters are as follows:

 the Strategic Case – which provides the strategic rationale for the 
programme and shows how it will support the Council’s business plan 

 the Economic Case – which will show the economic and social benefits of 
the programme to the borough

 the Commercial Case – which addresses the fundamentals of any potential 
procurement of commercial structure for the strategy  

 the Financial Case – discusses the likely affordability of the programme 
 the Management Case – outlines how the programme will be set up and 

managed

Subsequent stages will update this document, moving from SOC to an Outline 
Business Case (this is a detailed plan), and finally to a final business case (a 
detailed final phase). 

Each stage includes the same chapters, but with more detail included at each stage. 
An Outline Business Case, revising this document, will be presented to Cabinet in 
January 2020 as part of an update on the strategy. 
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Strategic Case 

The Council’s 2018-2022 Business Plan sets out how the Council will deliver the 
administration’s vision for the borough. The broad themes of the Plan include an 
ambition to deliver shared prosperity for residents of the borough, ensuring all 
citizens can shared in the dynamic growth the borough expects to see over the 
medium and long-term as part of its Industrial Strategy. 

The Plan also includes a thematic focus on ‘ruthless financial efficiency’, recognising 
the very significant medium-term financial challenge the Council faces, as well as the 
long-term decline in income from government grant and the structural challenge of 
increasing demand for services, in particular, for adult and children’s social services. 

The strategy is part of the Council’s strategic response to these challenges, 
developing a new operating model in relation to strategic asset management and the 
way it influences the local housing and development market.

Homes and 
Community 

Assets

Building 
new 

affordable 
homes 

Investing 
in growth 
to meet 

the 
Council's  
financial 
challenge

A New Operating Model for the Strategic Use of Assets

The approach would see the Council directly deliver housing from Council-owned 
land enabling the Council to deliver a substantial number of private and affordable 
homes which would not otherwise be delivered by the market. It would also allow the 
Council to benefit directly from the revenue generated from market and social rent 
housing as well as accruing long-term assets. Taking a programme approach, with 
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rigorous governance and financial oversight, would enable the Council to gain 
maximum benefit from development in the borough while ensuring each scheme is 
financially viable and that the implications of borrowing are integrated into the 
Council’s revenue and capital strategies. 

The implications of this approach are that the Council needs to increase its capacity 
and capability to manage a programme of this nature, that it needs to be satisfied 
that the programme is self-funding and has an acceptable payback period, and to 
accept some development risk. As set out in the commercial case later in this 
document, there will be some instances where the scale of a scheme and the 
benefits from it do not justify the Council delivering directly, and in these cases, it 
might be preferable to partner with a housing association. 

Strategic Driver 1 - Building New Affordable Homes 

The Business Plan includes a specific pledge to support the delivery of 1,500 
affordable homes. These ambitions are set within the context of the broader London 
housing crisis, with affordability and access to good-quality housing acting as a drag 
on London’s growth and international competitiveness. 

In addition to the economic cost, a lack of sufficient affordable housing has a 
negative impact on the social mix of the borough and exacerbates poverty, with the 
high cost of housing relative to income being a key driver of relative poverty in the 
borough. 

The very high cost of private sector housing in the borough means that it is difficult 
for households on low to middle incomes to access suitable housing that they can 
afford in Hammersmith and Fulham. Many households cannot get suitable housing in 
either the private or social housing sectors and have to move out of the borough 
when they no longer want to share with others or need a larger home.

Hammersmith and Fulham’s housing challenge 

- A relative lack of shared ownership and intermediate options for those on 
low or middle incomes; 

- Overcrowding, with 13% of dwellings overcrowded by at least one bedroom;
- An ageing housing stock, which is becoming increasingly expensive to 

maintain to a decent standard;
- Lack of accessibility with the design of the current social housing stock 

difficult and expensive to retrofit to support residents with disabilities; and 
- A need for more family sized housing in the borough to meet both new and 

existing demand.

The Council has a range of levers in relation to bringing on additional housing 
supply. Its role as a strategic planning authority is to enable development consistent 
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with the Local Plan, but the Council already uses it land and property assets to 
facilitate development. However, the main mechanism for doing this is the Affordable 
Housing Framework – agreed by Cabinet in 2017 – which provides a basis for 
partnership with developers, principally registered social landlords. In this model, the 
Council provides land in exchange for nomination rights to social housing that is 
developed, but the asset and income accrues to its partner. It is also the case that 
some sites, because of their complex pattern of land ownership or the challenge of 
bringing stakeholders together, are too challenging to be developed without strong 
local authority involvement, either through direct development or through a formal 
partnership mechanism like a joint venture. 

Changing the Council’s operating model in relation to development, with the Council 
acting in a more strategic role as a developer of assets, would enable additional 
housing to be brought forward which would not otherwise be possible, or would only 
be so with very high transactional costs. 

While at an early stage of the strategy’s development, with limited financial and 
design information available about identified sites, the programme has the potential 
to delivery an additional 1,800 homes over a period of ten years, and to renew a 
number of key community assets including schools and leisure centres. 

Strategic Driver 2 – Investing in Growth to meeting the Council’s Financial 
Challenge 

The Council faces a substantial budget gap over the coming years, estimated to be 
£50m by 2022/23. In response to this challenge, the Council is developing a multi-
year financial strategy, which emphasises financial resilience and autonomy in the 
context of a prolonged decline in financial support from Government grant. The 
ability to ‘grow the pie’ will be an important component of the Council’s long-term 
planning, and the most effective use of assets – to generate income and to reduce 
costs – is a key potential mechanism for this.

The Strategy recognises the potential to use the Council’s asset base strategically, 
utilising the value of Council land and property as a consequence of its local in 
central-west London, to develop new housing and commercial assets and retain the 
income from this to reinvest in frontline services. Currently the focus is on developing 
our land holdings and building the Council’s capacity as a developer. However, 
subsequent phases might include the acquisition of revenue generating assets, 
utilising the Council’s ability to borrow at low rates of interest. 

While assets can generate the Council income, there is also potential to use them for 
avoiding future costs and managing current demand. The Council invests heavily in 
specialist housing and temporary accommodation to meet its statutory duties 
because it recognises that this investment in early intervention and prevention 
enable people to retain their independence for longer, while reducing costs to the 
Council and other public agencies. The difference in weekly costs of placements 
which combine housing and support for young people leaving care is £417 per week 
between the core block contract and spot purchased placements, with the Council 
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commissioning 54 units core arrangements. Assuming 50% of off-contract spend 
could be incorporated into the block arrangement if new housing supply could be 
brought online, the Council could save in the order of £500,000 per year. 
Subsequent iterations of the business case will explore the potential savings 
opportunity for earmarking a proportion of the new supply to support specialist 
accommodation and the site assessment and appraisal will explore the potential for 
this as part of the feasibility and design stages, informed by strategic commissioning 
plans and needs assessments. 

The size of the opportunity is significant. The initial review has identified capacity for 
approximately 1,800 units of housing, and substantial potential income. Our 
understanding of the capacity and income from specific sites is at an early stage. 
The sites included in the programme currently, with the exception of Flora Gardens 
and Avonmore, are at gateway 0 of the development process. This means that we 
do not have sufficient information to allocate budget to procure design teams to 
develop a planning brief – this is gateway 1 of the development process. This data 
cannot be used to plan the Council’s future capital or revenue strategies, but it does 
give confidence that the Council should invest resources in further understanding 
these opportunities. There are few alternative activities the Council could pursue 
which would generate income to support its revenue budget, accrue additional 
assets, and meet another major strategic objective (in this case the delivery of 
additional affordable housing).
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Financial Case

Summary 

Option 1 The Council builds the properties but disposes of them upon 
completion with 50% sold at Market Rate; 30% at Target Rent and 
20% at Shared Ownership

Nominal Present Value
Project Costs (exc finance) -£611,385,657
Finance (Debit) -£8,522,893
Finance (Credit) +£8,665,919
Total Project Costs £611,242,631 £520,139,060

Total Project Benefits £859,133,436 £720,398,542

Total Project Value +£247,890,805 +£200,259,482

Benefit Cost Ratio 1.39

The total cost of borrowing to the Council is estimated at £8.5m over a two-year period, 
based on initial costs and the assumption that receipts from sales are received 
immediately and can be invested in further housebuilding. If a 1% credit interest rate 
is applied to the surplus from Year 3, this would deliver interest income to the Council 
of £8.6m by 2027/28, making the overall cost of borrowing neutral.

-£200,000,000

-£100,000,000

£0

£100,000,000

£200,000,000

£300,000,000

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28

Cashflow to 2027/28 Core Case

Based on these assumptions and on the information that is available and the omission 
of non-housing elements the programme could deliver a benefit cost ratio of 1.39. This 
present value assessment assumes that all the income from sales is received from all 
of the units when they are sold and the sales all occur in the same year that the homes 
are built. 

Option 2 The Council develops and retains ownership of the homes, with 
50% being Build to Rent, 30% being Target Rent and 20% being 
affordable rent (80% of market rent).
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Nominal Present Value
Project Costs (exc finance) -£681,318,131
Finance (Debit) -£328,822,584
Finance (Credit) +£0
Total Project Costs £1,010,140,715 £781,392,882

Rental Income (to 2040/41) £623,071,109 £400,839,564
Asset Value (2040/41) £1,597,232,707 £775,569,728
Total Project Benefits +£2,220,303,816 +£1,176,409,212

Total Project Value £1,210,163.101 £395,016,410
Benefit Cost Ratio 1.51

In Option 2 the build costs are assumed to the same as for Option 1 and the value of 
the retained assets in 2040/41 has been added to the cumulative rental income over 
the period.  The cost of borrowing is considerable, as the assets will be retained.  
However, the value of the retained assets in 2040/41 more than offsets this, based on 
average annual 2% real terms house price inflation. 

Assumptions

The outline financial case is based on building the programme of 1,756 homes across 
twenty sites within the London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham, with a build period 
commencing in 2020/21 and completing in 2027/28. 

Income from the homes that are built – in the form of capital receipts from the sale of 
property in Option 1 and rental income from and the value of from retained properties 
in Option 2 in until 2040/41– is assumed to commence in the same year as buildings 
are completed and 100% sales/occupancy has been assumed in both cases.

The estimates are based on LSH site assessments of the costs and benefits of each 
site. They exclude all non-housing related components of the developments.  5% of 
build costs have been included to account for preliminaries and a 5% contingency 
allowance has been applied. Real terms house price inflation is assumed to be at 2%.  
Finance costs are shown as 6.5% debit and 1% credit based on the cash flow analysis. 
The finance costs are made up of 2.5% in interest payments and 4.0% in Minimal 
Revenue Provision (MRP).

Issues for Consideration

1: The costs and benefit will depend on the phasing of the developments. The 
current estimates are based on all 1,756 homes being built by 2027/28, with a 
peak of 325 buildings being built in 2024/25.  Homes will be occupied in the same 
year that buildings are complete.

2: Other non-housing costs and benefits will need to be considered on a site by site 
basis as part of more detailed business cases for each site.

3: The sales model involves lower borrowing risks, assuming properties can be sold 
at the estimated values.  However, under Option 2, there are likely to be much 
more significant borrowing requirements, as the Council will retain the assets.  
The Council needs to agree the best way of valuing the assets and establish an 
agreed balance between income and asset value. Currently, the MRP aims to 
ensure that the assets against which borrowing is made are paid off over an 
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agreed period of time.  This creates significantly cash flow challenges and, unless 
the value of the retained assets is included makes it difficult to make a positive 
case for an option where assets are retained. However, based on assumed 
annual real terms house price inflation of 2%, the net present value of the assets 
that is likely to be significant and to make the investment viable.

4: The two options are not mutually exclusive and it is likely that the Council will 
pursue a strategy that involves evaluating the merits of Options 1 and 2 on a site 
by site basis, in order to ensure the most effective financial benefits for the 
Council and social and economic benefits for the Borough.

The Economic Case

The economic case assesses the land value uplift of the development programme and 
considers the wider impacts that it may have, some of which can be monetised and 
others which can’t readily be so.

For the economic case, the existing land value has been assumed as zero, although 
this is unlikely to be the case and an optimism bias factor of 15% has been applied to 
account for risks and under-estimating development costs.  Transport impacts will 
need to be considered and have not been included. In addition, there are likely to be 
other benefits, including those associated with housing vulnerable residents, a 
possible place-making premium and other benefits associated with open space and 
better public realm, for example. In addition, there are quantifiable health benefits 
associated with affordable houses.   

Furthermore, there may be additional benefits associated with non-housing 
components of the site. Resident spend is not normally included in economic impact 
analysis, mainly because of high displacement rates.  Currently no monetised values 
have been attached to these other impacts, apart from to the health impacts.

The tables below show the estimated Economic Impacts of the programme with and 
without additionality, based on an appraisal period from 2018/19 to 2027/28.

WITHOUT ADDITIONALITY - ECONOMIC CASE  
NPV OF EXISTING LAND VALUE  £0
NPV OF COSTS  £453,897,777
NPV OF HOUSING BENEFITS (BEFORE ADDITIONALITY)  £646,390,937
NET PRESENT VALUE  £192,493,160
BCR  1.42

Assuming Existing Land Values of zero and 100% additionality, the programme has a 
Net Present Value of £192,493,160 and a Benefit Cost Ratio of 1.42, which would be 
considered reasonable.

The Net Present Value of the programme is highly dependent on house price inflation. 
If real terms house price inflation is assumed to be 5%, instead of 2%, the Net Present 
Value of the programme increases to £420,615,712 and the Benefit Cost Ratio to 1.94.  
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However, if house price inflation is assumed to be 0%, the Net Present Value of the 
programme reduces to £73,092,691 and the Benefit Cost Ratio to 1.16.

With Additionality Applied

Additionality is usually applied to all developments, because there is always some 
level of displacement and deadweight associated with them.

If a 72% additionality factor is applied, the Net Present Value of the programme is 
£11,503,698 and the Benefit Cost Ratio is 1.03.

WITH ADDITIONALITY - ECONOMIC CASE  
NPV OF EXISTING LAND VALUE  £0
NPV OF COSTS  £453,897,777
NPV OF HOUSING BENEFITS (AFTER ADDITIONALITY)  £465,401,474
NET PRESENT VALUE  £11,503,698
BCR  1.03

If real terms house price inflation is assumed to be 5%, instead of 2%, the Net Present 
Value of the programme increases to £177,978,725 and the Benefit Cost Ratio to 1.40. 
However, if house price inflation is assumed to be 0% the Net Present Value of the 
programme reduces to -£75,043,025 and the Benefit Cost Ratio to 0.84, suggesting 
that the programme may be economically unviable.

Concluding Comments

Based on the information that have been provided and the assumptions that have 
been made the programme could have a positive economic impact, if no additionality 
factor is applied. The impact is likely to be reduced if the land is given an existing value 
and if transport impacts are applied. However, this could be offset by applying values 
to other non-monetised impacts. To achieve a Benefit Cost Ratio of 1.5, these would 
have to have a value that is equivalent to £215 million if no additionality factor is 
applied and £34 million if a 72% additionality factor is applied.  
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The Commercial Case 

In light on the strategic case, the commercial strategy is designed to balance 
objectives. The first is to maximise the potential for ownership and financial benefit, 
with the Council receiving revenue in excess of operating costs and an asset that will 
accrue in value overtime. This will need to be balanced against the strategic driver to 
deliver new affordable housing at pace. 

This means that the Council will adopt a mixed economy, developing a bespoke 
delivery strategy for each site which balances direct financial return to the Council 
with speed of delivery. 

Where financial returns are limited, or the number of units is small, this would favour 
partnership with a housing association who could deliver sites quickly and take 
developments risk in return for ownership. Where there is greater complexity, and or 
the financial returns are greater then direct delivery by the Council or through a 
directly owned company is likely to the best option. This is because the involvement 
of a partner creates an additional transaction cost.

The Council already has a housing company, established as delivery mechanism for 
existing committed schemes. It may be possible for the Council to adapt this vehicle 
to achieve the benefits the strategy is designed to achieve, or it might require the 
Council to set up an additional entity. At this stage, the SOC seeks approval of the 
case for change, the identification of an outline programme, and a set of principles 
for delivery. Over the course of the next six months, the Council will need to define a 
detailed delivery strategy which can inform operational decisions about how sites will 
be delivered. This will require professional advice, and engagement across services, 
corporate finance, legal, procurement and the Council’s development division to 
establish a framework for assessing different options, and a framework for decision-
making at programme and schemes level. Detailed below are a set of high-level 
criteria the Council might apply to asses delivery options, including joint ventures and 
wholly owned companies. 

High level assessment criteria

- Set up costs
- Ability to maximise affordable and social rent housing over other tenures 
- Ability to control development outputs e.g. housing, community facility 
- Ability to create revenue for the Council’s general fund
- Tax liabilities
- Ability to contribute to wide social and economic objectives of the Council e.g. 

employment, homelessness reduction, education and skills
- Ability to maximise the Council’s ability to strategically shape an area

The commercial case will be developed over the next six months, alongside a clear 
routemap for delivery routes. This will be presented in the proposed January 2020 
Cabinet report which will update the SOC. 
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The Management Case 

The Strategy will be a significant programme, with substantial financial and 
development risk. It is also a new operating model for the Council, with the adoption 
of a commercial approach to the use of its assets with the express objective of 
generating income to support its revenue budget. As such, the programme requires 
a rigorous framework for strategic oversight and management controls. The 
management case describes the primary means of managing development and 
financial risk. These are:

I) Governance – the way the Council provides oversight of activity to ensure 
it aligns with its overall strategy, is delivering against agreed milestones, 
and is delivering the proposed benefits which justify the strategy 

II) The development gateway process – the process by which the Council 
makes structured and transparent decisions about different stages of the 
development process to minimise abortive costs and to reduce 
development risk

III) Economic and financial assumptions – the basis on which the Council 
makes decisions about whether there is sufficient justification for schemes 
to progress between different development gateways, and which require 
the release of funds

The gateway process and the economic and financial assumptions are currently a 
direction of travel. These will be finalised through the newly established 
Development Board (detailed below) and will be noted in future planned iterations of 
the business case. 

Governance

The governance arrangements for the programme are designed to provide strong 
strategic and political oversight and a clear approach to managing financial and 
development risk. The diagram below, sets out the approach and table 3 describes 
high level terms of reference for each group. 

The Land Development Group (chaired by the Leader of the Council) provides 
overarching strategic and political oversight of the programme, while the Home and 
Assets Delivery Board (chaired by the Assistant Director for Growth) is responsible 
for managing the programme, ensuring milestones are met and risks and 
dependencies are managed. 

The Development Board is responsible for managing the gateway process described 
in the section below. The Schools Renewal Board is primary governance for 
schemes pertaining to the school estate, recognising the need for discrete 
governance for a major component of the programme. 
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The Major Programme Board (provides corporate oversight of the strategy, with 
independent monitoring of progress, risk and dependencies by the Council’s 
programme management and assurance function. 

Land 
Development 

Group

Development 
Board 

Schools Renewal 
Board 

Homes and 
Community Assets 

Delivery Board 

Major Progammes 
Board 

Group Terms of reference (as relevant to the Building 
Homes and Communities Strategy)

Land Development 
Group

 Strategic oversight of use of the use of land and 
property in the Council’s General Fund and 
Housing Revenue Account

 Member oversight of the Building Homes and 
Community Assets Strategy

Building Homes and 
Communities Assets 
Delivery Board

 Primary governance for the delivery programme
 To ensure programme milestones are met and 

managed 
 To support and challenge the develop of the 

business case for the strategy as it progresses 
from an outline strategic case to a full business 
case

 To provide guidance and advice on resourcing. 
 To manage strategic risks in relation to the 

programme
Major Programmes 
Board

 Corporate oversight of major programmes with 
strategic and financial implications for the Council

 Independent monitoring and critical challenge of 
progress, risk, budget, and benefit realisation

Development Board  To determine whether individual schemes have 
met the relevant threshold to progress through 
development gateways and release agreed budget

Schools Renewal 
Board 

 Primary governance for the development of the 
school renewal programme
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 To develop the strategic and financial business 
case for the programme and for individual 
schemes

 To develop a programme and delivery timetable 
for prioritised schemes and manage progress 
against agreed milestones

 To develop an exemplary approach to scheme 
design and stakeholder engagement which 
involves children, staff, governors and the local 
community at all stages in a spirit of co-design and 
co-production

 To consider wider opportunities beyond initially 
prioritised schools as appropriate  

Gateway Process 

Development activity the Council is involved in is a mixture of directly procured 
developments where the Council is leading, joint ventures and through our housing 
association and other partners. An agreed approvals process provides due diligence 
on all new opportunities and ensure that all schemes are signed off at various stages 
in their development. 

Any budgetary requirements and finance programme planning can be agreed, 
delegations and cabinet approvals needed identified, and to ensure any potentially 
abortive costs are understood and have the necessary budget.

The main decision-making body will be the Development Board. This Board is chaired 
by the Strategic Director for the Economy and includes the Strategic Director, Finance 
and Governance. Its role is to review and sign off the scheme (with any additional 
requirements), it is then approved by the Strategic Director for the Economy, before 
moving towards any other necessary approvals in line with the Council’s constitution 
and financial regulations (e.g. CMB, Cabinet).

All schemes will need to be signed off as they pass through the main gateways of 
development:

Gateway 0 Approval to 
proceed

Opportunity identified, approval to proceed 
noting resources and investment required to 
proceed

Gateway 1 Strategic Outline 
Business Case

Approval to procure and appoint consultant 
team

Gateway 2 Outline Business 
case

Approval to submit planning application

Gateway 3 Final Business 
Case

Approval to enter into contract

Gateway 4 Completion Review at both completion and final account, 
to include lessons learned
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The detailed process, setting out required input and outputs is in development. The 
final process will be considered and approved by Development Board included in a 
proposed report to Cabinet in January 2020 which will update on the progress of the 
Building Homes and Communities Strategy, and revise and update the business 
case.  

Economic and financial assumptions 

Development is a process which has inherent risk and requires a clear and 
consistent basis on which to make decisions. The gateway process described above 
can only be effective if there is a corporate understanding of the basis for a scheme’s 
viability. Decisions on what types of development schemes progress from feasibility 
stage to the point at which the Council invests in them need to be based on sound 
assumptions and good information. 

For developing local authorities and housing associations, it is industry practice to 
use a range of development appraisal assumptions and scheme acceptance criteria 
(hurdle rates) to inform decisions on how best to invest limited resources in new 
housing. Benchmarking these assumptions is a useful way to help establish 
baselines as a guide for decision-making as it allows comparison with organisations 
faced which face similar investment choices. This provide a framework in which the 
Council can make decisions. However, any framework needs to be tailored, and 
agreed in the context of its own strategic objectives, appetite for risk and financial 
standing. These assumptions, alongside the development gateway process, is a key 
foundation for the Council to become a developing authority, enabling it to assess 
and manage the risk associated with development in order to benefit from the 
rewards associated with it. 

While the Council is currently involved in development, both directly and in 
partnership, which involves a set of assumptions, these are not consistent, nor have 
they been formally ratified as part of a systematic approach. 

As part of the development of the Building Homes and Communities Strategy, initial 
work to benchmark the Council’s existing development appraisal assumptions and 
hurdle rates has been commissioned from expert advisors. These compared the 
Council’s key development appraisal assumptions and hurdle rates used to appraise 
recent schemes against an industry dataset and expert understanding of the market. 

Analysis from the Council’s advisors has found that the Council generally had a set 
of assumptions that are either broadly in line with, or slightly more completive than 
the dataset median position.  

The Council currently requires schemes to generate a net surplus from year 1 post 
completion to mitigate adverse impacts on its Housing Revenue Account (HRA). In 
practice, and for appraising future decisions, this sets a very high threshold which is 
out of step with other developing organisations.  In addition, while the hurdle rate 
allows the local authority to focus on the risks and impacts of potential developments 
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on its HRA business plan and helps ensure that rental income covers operating 
costs and the cost of borrowing, there is a case for assessing schemes on a range of 
other measures. These might include other longer-term ‘market standard’ measures 
(such as Net Present Value) and value for money measures (such as cost to value). 
This could provide a rounded assessment of development viability and account for 
measures that other established developing organisations are likely to consider.

Further work is ongoing to finalise and agree a full suite of key performance 
indicators, informed by corporately agreed assumptions. Given the centrality of this 
to the proposed gateway process, these will be agreed through the Council’s 
Development Board, which will receive a recommendation from the Building Homes 
and Communities Delivery Board. The agreed assumptions and benchmarks will be 
included as part of the revised business case in the proposed update to Cabinet in 
January 2020.
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Appendix B – Schemes approved for early design stage and resident 
consultation 

GF or HRA Status Units RIBA 0&1 RIBA 2 RIBA 3 RIBA 0-3
Flora Gardens School GF Approved 86  £                 451,500  £           376,250  £            677,250  £          1,505,000 
Avonmore Primary School GF Approved 70  £                 367,500  £           306,250  £            551,250  £          1,225,000 
GF Approved Sub total GF Approved 156  £                 819,000  £           682,500  £         1,228,500  £          2,730,000 
White City Estate HRA Approved 282  £                 864,000  £           720,000  £         1,296,000  £          2,880,000 
Old Laundry Yard HRA Pending 62  £                 390,000  £           325,000  £            585,000  £          1,300,000 
HRA Approved Subtotal 344  £             1,254,000  £        1,045,000  £         1,881,000  £          4,180,000 

GF or HRA Status Units RIBA 0&1 RIBA 2 RIBA 3 RIBA 0-3
General Fund GF N/A 807 2,165,958£             3,248,937£       8,890,338£        14,502,938£       
Housing Revenue Account HRA N/A 468 1,484,119£             2,226,179£       4,763,991£        8,474,269£         
Total for all schemes 1275 3,650,077£             5,475,116£       13,654,329£      22,977,207£       

Cabinet has provided approval that Flora Gardens and Avonmore Schools can be 
progressed to design stage and committed budget for a multi-disciplinary team, 
including a Client Design Advisor to work with the school and local community. 
Further decisions will be required for planning and before entering into a contract for 
construction work.

All schemes are at an exploratory stage and substantive progress will rely on 
engagement and consultation with residents and other local stakeholders. 
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London Borough of Hammersmith & 
Fulham

FINANCE, COMMERCIAL REVENUE & 
CONTRACTS POLICY & ACCOUNTABILITY 

COMMITTEE 
2 JULY 2019

TECH-TONIC PROGRAMME DELIVERY UPDATE – DESKTOP STRATEGY & 
SOLUTION

Report of Strategic Director, Finance and Governance – Hitesh Jolapara

For General release with exempt appendix
Appendix 1 to this report is exempt from disclosure because it contains information 
relating to the financial or business affairs of a particular person (including the 
authority holding that information) under paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972, and in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in 
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information
 

Council Priority: 3 – Taking pride in H&F 
Council Priority: 5 – Being ruthlessly financially efficient 

Purpose of report: For the Committee to review progress and provide 
feedback 
Key Decision: No

Consultation: All Council Services, and specifically Organisational development, 
Communications, West King Street Regeneration Programme 

Wards Affected: None

Accountable Director: Veronica Barella, Chief information Officer

Report Author: Eduardo Whaley, 
Programme Manager, IT Services

Contact Details:
Tel: (07557) 455420
E-mail: Eduardo.Whaley@lbhf.gov.uk

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. The Desktop strategy programme, known as Tech-tonic, will modernise the 
Hammersmith & Fulham (H&F) mobile and desktop technologies, as well as 
updating the associated backend infrastructure.  This will enable mobile 
working from any location to support the Council’s vision of delivering 
services at the point when they are needed and to help optimise the 
efficiency and flexibility of our services. Tech-tonic supports the council’s 
wider transformation to change organisational culture.
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1.2. This will be achieved by implementing the Council’s strategy of providing a 
mobile device and a smartphone for each officer, and delivery of a telephony 
strategy which supports flexible working. 

1.3. There are many components to delivering the new strategy including the 
migration of applications, a new remote working solution, new network and 
telephony solutions, and the migration of all users to the new solution. 

1.4. The total approved value of the programme is £6,214,304.

1.5. The programme will deliver up to £1,400,000 savings annually on the IT 
Services budget by 2020/21.

1.6. This report will summarise the scope of the programme, approach to delivery, 
progress made and key activities remaining before programme closure. 

1.7. The design and build of the Windows 10 image to be implemented on 
computing devices was completed in November 2018.

1.8. Following a period of testing and piloting of the end-to-end solution, the main 
deployment started on 9 April 2019.

1.9. The programme has rolled out 1724 laptops and 641 smartphones to Council 
officers to date. 

2. TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

2.1. Modern technologies have evolved from internally managed servers onto the 
cloud, unleashing how solutions and data can be accessed. This evolution 
has enabled modernised working practices and collaborative tools, which are 
now the norm in all sectors and industries.

2.2. There is a direct link between technological enablement, new ways of working 
and expectations of staff in the workplace. Tech-tonic is delivering modern 
technologies, and enabling the use of collaborative tools which sit in the cloud, 
such as Office 365 in H&F. This is not only putting us on the right path for the 
future but is also unleashing the possibilities for how we modernise and 
redesign the services for our residents in the future.

2.3. There is a long list of London councils that have already completed or remain 
on the journey of this technical and professional transformation such as 
Camden, Haringey, Lambeth, Tower Hamlets, Kensington & Chelsea and 
Westminster.

3. AIMS OF THE DESKTOP STRATEGY 

3.1. To support for the Council’s strategic direction of travel to deliver more 
services within the community by changing our desktop strategy to provide a 
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mobile device for each member of staff.

3.2. To support modern ways of working, including flexible working for all from any 
location and at any time using corporate devices. 

3.3. To support collaborative working by building on capabilities of Office 365 
which can be accessed from both corporate and Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD).

3.4. To improve desktop performance in speed and stability.

3.5. To support and de-risk the transition to the new decant buildings as part of the 
West King Street Renewal programme (WKSR).

3.6. To ensure continuity and minimise risk to the Council’s services during this 
significant programme of change. 

3.7. To reduce the need to print for the majority of users, making printing, storage 
and other savings and environmental benefits possible.

3.8. To support the hello future over-arching objectives to make H&F a better 
place to work in and support taking pride in our Council. Three key 
programmes form part of hello future: 

 the new HR and Finance systems delivered through Hampshire 
Integrated Business Centre

 Tech-tonic rollout of new flexile technology
 West King Street Renewal programme

3.9. The Tech tonic programme forms part of the wider council transformation 
programme hello future that includes the decant and accommodation 
changes. Its overall aim is to modernise our workforce and adopt new ways of 
working. 

3.10. This is a major opportunity for cultural change to transform our organisation to 
become a modern, adaptable and more enjoyable place to work. But it’s also 
a real opportunity to improve our services to residents. We need to be here so 
that residents can access council services in different ways and at a time that 
suits them best. By cutting our costs and making better use of our space and 
our time, the move and new technology will enable us to channel more of our 
resources into delivering the high-quality services our residents expect. 

3.11. As much as where you work, ‘New Ways of Working’ is about how you work. 
It’s an opportunity to collaborate better with other teams and other 
organisations, to work in more dynamic, experimental ways and to find new 
solutions to existing problems and meet our residents’ future needs.
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3.12. We are engaging with our staff through focus groups, surveys, and team 
sessions to ensure together we drive forward the cultural change required to 
change the way we do things at H&F.

4. PROGRAMME SCOPE 

4.1. The programme was structured into seven separate projects to ensure 
appropriate levels of governance throughout the lifecycle. This has ensured 
that resourcing, finances, risk and dependencies were managed and reported 
individually.

4.2. The Senior Responsible Officer for the programme was the Director for 
Corporate Services and has been replaced by the Strategic Director for 
Finance and Governance from June 2019 as the previous SRO has left the 
Council.

4.3. The scope of the programme is divided into five distinct delivery areas:

 Mobile and desktop computing 
 Managed service Data centre migration for the Infrastructure
 Data migration
 Telephony strategy 
 Change management and business readiness support

4.4. Mobile and Desktop Computing

 Migration of operating system from Windows 7 to Windows 10 throughout 
the Council, which better supports mobile working and Office 365 
collaboration

 The provision of 2,300 mobile laptop devices for Council officers
 Replacement of up to 200 desktop computers across the business, 

including 24/7 concierge services, members’ lounges and public access
 Deployment of 1,500 (24”) monitors throughout Council offices which 

require only a single cable connection to laptop, keyboard, mouse and 
network

 Management, packaging and migration of 206 applications to Windows 10 
and deployment to all computing devices

4.5. Change management and training to embed agile use of Office 365 
collaborative tools

4.6. Data centre migration for infrastructure

 Migration of managed Desktop infrastructure service from Agilisys to BT
 Resilience and load balancing of services across two BT data centres
 Introduction of AOVPN (always on VPN) remote working to replace Lynx 

token access
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 Introduction of Citrix infrastructure to provide connectivity for services not 
directly employed by the Council but who need access to our applications, 
such as the Ethical debt recovery team and NHS workers

 Retirement and decommissioning of all Windows 7 services in the Agilisys 
data centres 

4.7. Data Migration

 Creation of Sharepoint Online portal and replication of H&F organisational 
structures on Microsoft Azure (Cloud)

 Data mapping from current file shares to Sharepoint
 Subsequent migration of 13 terabytes of business data 
 Migration of 70,000 Microsoft Outlook Exchange and Public Folders to 

approximately 5,000 shared mailboxes

4.8.   Telephony Strategy

 Provision of 1,500 Motorola smartphones
 Telephony strategy supports mobile working and delivers reduction of desk 

phones and related infrastructure
 Upgrade and provision of backend telephony solutions such as Netcall, 

Openscape and respective licences required to support duty numbers, and 
hunt groups across the business

 Migration from deskphones to softphones for call centres and duty number 
staff 

 Decommissioning of legacy telephony infrastructure

4.9.   Change management and business readiness support

 Change management of business readiness activities
 Communication and appointment booking for device collections
 Site surveys and logistics support for rollouts and office workstation 

installations
 Satisfaction surveys
 Data migration mapping support
 Floor walking support during device roll-out
 Enforcement and support of new ways of working
 Classroom, team and one-on-one targeted training on Windows 10, Office 

365, Skype for Business, OneNote, Teams, OneDrive and SharePoint.  Other 
courses continually being added.

 Training of 150 change network Superusers and Advocates

 859 individuals have attended courses or received training support through 
floorwalking

 96 courses with 12 attendees per course capacity added through July and 
August to support demand
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5. DEPENDENCIES AND ENABLERS

5.1.Tech-tonic forms part of the hello future programme and is a direct enabler to the 
West King Street Renewal (WKSR) programme for the decant from 
Hammersmith Town Hall (HTH) and the extension (HTHX) to take place from 
June 2019.

5.2.The vision is that all council employees will adopt the H&F new ways of working 
and be in receipt of a laptop and smartphone prior to the relocation, thus 
enabling:

 Flexibility to work from anywhere
 Adoption of clean desk policy
 Hot desking to support decrease in demand for office space ratio
 6:10 desk ratio in decant buildings
 Reduced need for printing, paper and storage

5.3. Tech-tonic and WKSR are working closely together to identify and support teams 
or individuals that do not meet readiness guidelines.

5.4. The flexibility offered by Tech-tonic will equip officers with devices to match 
working styles and enable flexible working from anywhere, at any time.

5.5. Tech-tonic is an enabler for the next phase of H&F service redesign and 
business improvement through improved usage of electronic systems and 
collaborative tools.

6. CHANGE NETWORK

6.1. There are presently approximately 140 members of the Change Network and 12 
members of the Senior Stakeholders’ Engagement forum.

 
6.2. Given the extensiveness of the delivery, the programme has relied heavily on the 

established change network made up of Advocates and Super Users across the 
business. The change network which was inherited from the Adios Agresso 
programme is seen as an extension of the Programme team and provides vital 
insight from across the Business and at the same time allows areas of concern 
and messages to be raised for dissemination and cascade to all service areas. 
The expectation is that the change network will endure and be seen as a conduit 
for change across the Council for the present and future plans.

6.3. A monthly senior stakeholders’ engagement forum has taken place to provide 
updates and seek steer from senior managers and Heads of Service across the 
business. This forum helps to drive adoption of new ways of working. 

7. DEVICES

7.1. The programme recommended and is delivering the following mobile devices 
based on the investigation carried out by IT Services on suitable devices and 
the results of widespread staff consultation
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1. Toshiba X30 laptop with 13” screen
2. Toshiba X40 laptop with 14” screen
3. Toshiba X20 convertible tablet
4. Toshiba X30T tablet with detachable keyboard
5. Phillips LCD Brilliance 24-inch, high resolution monitors with integrated 

ports to facilitate one cable connection to laptops providing a single 
connection for the network, keyboard, mouse and charging

6. Other desktop devices will vary depending on existing peripherals and 
service requirements

7.2. Criteria for selection of devices 

The following criteria was used for selecting the devices and was informed by 
the requirements of the West King Street Renewal programme and its 
predecessor, Smart Working II

1. Weight less than 1.5kg
2. Battery life
3. Usability 

7.3. Specification required to deliver good performance for Office 365 and the 
Council’s applications for 3 years 

1. Memory – 8 Gigabyte RAM
2. Solid State 256 Gigabyte hard disk storage
3. Intel 8th Generation i5 Processor

8. CONSULTATION

8.1. IT services carried out a comparison of mobile devices and consulted with 
staff, the Tech-tonic stakeholders engagement forum, and the Director for 
Corporate Services, who was the Senior Responsible Officer for the 
programme.

8.2. The consultation within H&F was supported through the initial evaluation and 
extended usage in IT Services of various models of devices provided by 
Lenovo, Dell and Toshiba laptops, foldables and tablets with detachable 
keyboards to understand which ones were suitable to take to wider 
consultation.  

8.3. Separately, the programme spoke to other local authorities to understand their 
experience of Toshiba devices and Toshiba as a supplier. Feedback received 
was positive.

8.4. Additionally, Gartner was used to help evaluate our criteria and proposed 
devices, and specifically to provide a forward view on Toshiba as a company 
as it was going through some organisational change at the time.
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Three Show and Tell sessions were conducted in Hammersmith Town Hall, 
145 King Street and Pembroke Road to demonstrate the various devices on 
offer to end-users across the business.  Following the demonstration, 
attendees to the session were requested to complete a questionnaire where 
IT assessed preferences, individual requirements based on working styles 
(office based, mobile, etc.) and preference of device based on weight versus 
screen size. The output of the questionnaires revealed that screen size was of 
importance, the weight of the device was of greater importance and Toshiba 
devices were clear favourites. These findings directly contributed to the 
decision on device selection. 

8.5. Feedback obtained was as follows:

9. Devices Deployed

9.1.Below is an illustration of devices rolled out by the Tech-tonic as of week 
commencing the 17th of June 2019.

Day Target Actual No-Show
Project To-date 2169 1724 616
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10. Key Performance Indicators 

10.1. The following KPIs provide a high-level summary of progress and present 
health of the Tech-tonic programme

KPI RAG Objective Status

Device roll-out 79%

Green

Tranche 1 - Roll-out of 
laptops devices to all 
H&F Services.  Power 
devices and desktops to 
follow.

The rollout of mobile devices is progressing well, 
but target numbers continue to be impacted by no-
shows.  The situation is being addressed through 
overallocation of appointments, improved business 
engagement and greater analysis of the data used 
to manage appointments.

Applications 72%

Amber

Migration, packaging 
and distribution of 206 
applications to 
Windows 10

Amber due to 360 users on exclusion list that 
cannot be deployed due to application availability.  
148 of 204 applications are fully available.  There 
are 60 applications under remediation, with 18 
creating driving deployment exclusions.

Back-end 
services

85%

Green

Transition of services 
from Agilisys to BT data 
centres

80% of back-end services now available in BT data 
centre. Remaining services on-track to complete in 
July.  

Data migrations 10%

Green

Data migration from 
Data servers to the 
Cloud

Data migrations now started in-line with device 
deployment.  Data Migrations planned to closely 
follow device deployments to teams. Data 
migration for IT Services started in May, Legal team 
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11. PROGRAMME FINANCES

11.1. Due to the commercially sensitive financial information of this programme, 
programme finances are exempt from disclosure and included in appendix 1 
of this report.

12. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

12.1. It is not anticipated there will be any negative impact on any groups with 
protected characteristics, from the delivery of the programme, under the terms 
of the Equality Act 2010. 

12.2. Implications completed by: Fawad Bhatti, Social Inclusion Policy Manager, tel 
020 8753 3437.

13. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

13.1. The total funding approved for the Tech-tonic programme is £6.214m.
  

13.2. Should the programme progress on its current trajectory it is forecast to 
underspend by £0.374m against approved funding.

13.3. The table below provides a high level summary of the financial position to 
date

Approved 
programme 

funding (£000s)

Spend to date 
(£000s)

Forecast costs 
to completion 

(£000s)

Forecast variance 
against approved 

funding £000s)
6,214 3,281 5,840 (374)

13.4. In addition, there is an opportunity to reduce further costs through the 
avoidance of parallel running of the VDI service. This opportunity could 
represent up to an additional £1m underspend should this be confirmed.

scheduled to follow.

Training & 
business 
readiness Green

Training, floor walking 
and new ways of 
working

IT change management & training focus on device 
deployment & O365 tools to enable collaboration.  
Plan fully aligned to WKSR June decant.

Decommissioning 0%

Green

Decommissioning of 
Infrastructure and 
Services in Agilisys

Decommissioning planned to start once all users 
migrated.
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13.5. The costs of the programme are being met from a mix of funding streams. 

One-off equipment and infrastructure costs are being met from capital 
resources, where these are capitalisable under the accounting standards, and 
are monitored as part of the quarterly Corporate Capital Monitoring report.

13.6. Where the investment benefits services which are funded by the Housing 
Revenue Account (HRA), a contribution from the HRA has been calculated. 
This is estimated to be £0.19m of the total costs of the programme.

13.7. The current Medium Term Financial Strategy includes the following 
cumulative efficiency savings for IT since embarking on the desktop strategy 
programme:

2019/20 
(£000s)

2020/21 
(£000s)

2021/22 
(£000s)

(1,200) (1,400) (1,400)

13.8. To date, the programme is on track to achieve annual savings of £1.2m, 
mainly through renegotiations with key suppliers for mobile phone contracts, 
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

13.9. It is expected that once the VDI contract comes to an end in 2019/20, there 
will be at least additional annual savings of £0.2m which can then be 
achieved.

13.10. Further information on programme costs and budgets are included in exempt 
appendix I.

13.11. Implications completed by: Andre Mark, Finance Business Partner Corporate 
Finance, Tel. 020 8753 6729

13.12. Implications verified by Emily Hill, Assistant Director, Corporate Finance, Tel. 
020 8753 3145.

14. IMPLICATIONS FOR LOCAL BUSINESS

14.1. The proposal to adopt more modern and more efficient internal systems can 
lead to improving the user experience, including that for local businesses.  

14.2. Implications verified/completed by: Albena Karameros, Economic 
Development Team, tel. 020 7938 8583

15. COMMERCIAL IMPLICATIONS

15.1. There are no direct procurement implications resulting from this paper. All 
procurement implications were considered as part of the Cabinet and Cabinet 
Member decisions mentioned in the Executive Summary 1.3-1.6.
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15.2. The contractual implications resulted from the Tech-Tonic Programme must be 
managed in accordance with the agreed KPIs. Contract performance shall be 
monitored and reported in the Contracts Register.

15.3. Implications verified/completed by: Andra Ulianov, Head of Contracts and 
Procurement, 07776672876

16. IT IMPLICATIONS 

16.1. The Tech-tonic programme is on target to deliver all the aims of the approved 
desktop strategy. 

16.2. The new strategy delivers the capability for modern ways of working from any 
location at any time while delivering significant savings. 

16.3. This has been achieved by having an over-arching technical strategy which 
will future -proof the Council for 3-5 years. By moving data into the cloud and 
specifically O365 Sharepoint, the data can be accessed from any location and 
the O365 tools support collaboration across services.

16.4. Feedback from users is consistently positive with many comments that reflect 
how the technology has changed how people can work: 

 “I am very happy with my device.  It's much quicker than with the white 
boxes.  I will try to make a 365 training session provided by the Council.”

 “An excellent experience all round - the process was trouble free and very 
efficient!”

 “It has been a very positive experience. I have been quite involved in 
preparing my team for this transition. I want to enquire about possibly 
getting Office 365 training for my whole team at once.”

 “It was a bit hectic at the collection point but everybody was working smart 
and being so helpful despite the busy environment - thank you for being 
kind!”

16.5. The IT Service is on track to deliver its savings target for 2019/20 based on 
the new desktop strategy.

16.6. Implications verified/completed by: Veronica Barella, Chef Information Officer, 
tel 020 8753 2927. 

17. RISK MANAGEMENT

17.1. Changes have, in part, been delivered within a highly effective risk 
management framework. The programme was structured into seven separate 
projects to ensure appropriate levels of governance throughout the lifecycle. 
This has ensured that resourcing, finances, risk and dependencies were 
managed, escalated and reported individually. There were several additional 
challenge sessions on risks identified in the programme with the council’s Risk 
Manager, and Chief Information Officer. Benefits arising from the deployment 
of mobile working include agile working, Officers are less tethered to desktops 
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and improve collaborative working through the new Office 365 environment. 
Additional resilience is also of benefit, Officers can log-in through the Office 
365 environment from anywhere and are able to take their desktop 
environment with them on their designated laptops. Other efficiencies and 
savings attributable to the new ways of working contribute to our residents 
through the Being Ruthlessly Financially Efficient council priority and 
environmental benefits through the Taking Pride in Hammersmith and Fulham 
priority. Throughout the IT Service has ensured that systems and equipment 
are accessible to all staff where reasonable adjustments have been required.

17.2. Implications verified by: Michael Sloniowski Risk Manager, tel 020 8753 2587, 
mobile 07768 252703. 

18. OTHER IMPLICATIONS PARAGRAPHS

18.1. N/A

19. BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT
19.1. N/A

20. LIST OF APPENDICES:
s
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will be 
recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting.

WORK PROGRAMME 2019 – 2020  

Summer 2019 agenda 
Topic Lead Officer Date 

requested
Meeting 
Date

Section 106 Update Report 

 Future receipts vs Committed funds update
 Update on earmarked funds
 Report on s106 community benefits 
 Update on s106 projects over £1 million

Jo Rowlands/
Joanne 
Woodward

November 
2018

July 2019

West King Street Renewal Programme Update Jo Rowland February 
2019

Ways of working linking IT and new offices  - 
To combine Work styles and patterns and IT 
Desktop Strategy

Mark Grimley 
and Veronica 
Barella

July 2018 July 2019

Unallocated
 How the Council will reduce staffing by 25% 

over 5 years (Part of ZBB report).
 Workforce retention piece – ensuring a stable 

and reliable workforce.
 A report back on staff motivation levels.

Martin Calleja November 
2018

Reports to 
PSR 
Committee

Zero Based Budgeting Martin Calleja February 
2019

November 
2019 

Mitie repairs in house, what’s drove the decision, 
what was the previous spend, what is the future 
anticipated spend, what financial controls are in 
place etc.

Jo Rowland November 
2018

November 
2019 

IT – including major contracts and how a 
modern council can use IT to engage / interface 
with residents. IT would be a good area to 
encourage residents with expert knowledge to 
inform our strategy.

Veronica 
Barella

September 
2018

Lessons learned on major issues from other 
Council’s. 

Relevant 
Service 
Directors

September 
2018

Longer term financial planning (10+ years) and 
investment strategies.

Hitesh 
Jolapara

September 
2018

Developing an operating model for the 
organisation.

September 
2018

Ideas on how to involve the public in setting the 
budget and prioritising spend.

Hitesh November 
2018

A large capital project to be brought to the 
committee for scrutiny.

Service 
Director 

November 
2018

Lesson learnt on from savings delivered and the 
consequences – how delivery was monitored, 
any unintended consequences/ costs elsewhere 
(e.g. look at last 3 years’ savings and mention 
improvements to process)

Hitesh 
Jolapara

July 2018
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